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X.
tm du ct3 c n
ho present research jo concerned Kith a V ic rnieh 
ha< leceived ©on© treview© ©Mperlmental tioa ^--nt X •
he results of that investigation ont a--.v ral anomaXlea* 
and. In viet of the current interest in fcaasyl radical© and
their reaction©, further research into the problem vae
eenniderei necessary.
The previous invest ; store ©t i e t that the iect vpcsiticn 
followed « first order law with » rate constant given by 
fc,eec."S «s Xf'i?*^ *©‘** • C( ' * ■'* hey po&tulntcd as the 
r?te dot raining ©ten an initial dissociation to bea&yl 
rack cal© folio?©- by a rapid conversion of theov tc toluene 
by hydrogen abstraction reactions, The oot ©uttandrng
t a asreculaarity of tax® io the vnitr of 1C ' &eo, obtained
for the pro-oponontial factor in the rats agitation in 
X > *1place of i ore, i. the aornal vaXuz for uni­
; elecular reactjOw* The postulate of rapid reaction of
the benzyl ml; cal© to form toluene io also stran e, as
these radical- are usually re <-*rded as beio^ very ©table 
(2) an; a ee a ©iron tendency tc di^eixoe rather than to 
tab© part in aide react o a, •
n a te o these objections it must be noted that
at<-e net v cn energy of >;»cal« mol©« io in excellent
a&reeftent with tu valir- ex ^cted for tip- bond diene elation 
oner y of th central • bond baaed on th value,
current at that time, for th© mat cr formation oi the
benzyl radical (2).
/
orrex and Uleo were greatly handicapped by 
analytical dxffioultioe* aeilit oa *©r accura c 
analyoio of mixturea of benzene, tc uene, tyrene and 
atilbene, the 3ain reaction products, wero act available,
ana the concentrationo of the reeultante ooul ‘ nly bo
eat anted to vithin 2C • For the preoent research, there 
raa avallabl an ultraviolet opeotrophotoaeter and a mass 
& ctromctei, althow; , for the latter, ooneiuerable oaaplo
handxmf* problems and inconoiatencleo of re 4 onea had to be 
face befoe accurate worn could be ua eitaen. otever, 
those facilities eventually -sade nor icaa.blc the analyeia 
of the email amount© of product.) available*
he initial objective© of the wort can be ou© arieed
as follows -
(a So checn the evidence on tne nature of the
docom; coition and its ex tent $
(b to checM th<? Kinetic equation for the reaction
and the dependence © tne rate con tante on
temperature
Jj.
A pat tocular i wao th< gut tha the unonalous
temperature independent factor might be explained most 
readily If the reaction was not in fact iret or ;er* and 
come step other than the initial dies*. elation to benayl
radicals determined the rate. It wae also conceivable
that the postulate of a f re radical mechanism coult be in
error♦ and «<xnc reaction path might be operative which
does not involve radicals*
hilc the re eearch wan in progress* a new and 
substantiall different value wan suggested for the heat 
of ormaticn of th« benzyl radical 5) end a criticism of 
th evidence for the previous value was pu blished ( >h).
The import of these la discussed In deta 1 In later sections 
of the thesis* but it is evident that the correspondence
of the observed dissociation energy of or re* aid lies 
with that expected for the central C * C bona wc la be 
cl mate i by a revision of the heat of formation of the 
bens. 1 radical. Such a revision would in fact destroy
the main point in favour of their .in tic data*
rx>n<3 iobCCiat.o> mercies and their otc»rin^> mn
Thia is a subject which has received considerable 
treatment in t• literature in the past few years* and 
,.ev ra comprehensive roviet © o.uot (£)• Consequent-
1$ the treatment here ha© been United to a*> roachee
which hove ^oao direct bearing on th<‘ tcic under di©-
cueoion•
f efinl Uon
' he term W,nd ieocelation nergy » a© used in this 
the sia can be defined as the endothoricit; of the reaction
F1P2™ F1 * F2 * T>(Fa- I ?> h#cal#/sole, 
rot the purposes of accurate definition the nrooeoo should 
occur at 0°K# with reactant an reoultant© in the gae 
phase, and product© in their groun I states*
r‘ro"i the point of view of ociontific invest! ;ation« 
the »i©ecelation has to be brought about under condition© 
where energy 1© supplied to the noieoule in a controlled 
fa©hl<nt and the method© used can be subdivided according 
to the form in which the energy 1© contributed#
(1> Thermal Method© in which the energy io ©up;lied 
by raisin the temper ture of the ©, ©tern#
(<?) hotocheml cal Method© where radiant energy 1© 
absorbed by the reacting epeoie© or is transferred to 
it b,y ©one other absorbing oubatance#
(5) lectrci, impact ethoda which employ the Mine tic 
energy of fant moving electrons#
The present research ha© been concerned mainly with 
the use of thermal method© but photochemical techniques
5.
have also been atteopted* and certain electron impact 
data included in the discussion* As a result* it io 
appropriate that oome general account of these techniques 
should be given*
thermal Methods
(a > Ihe Chemical >«qui librium Method
Ihia technique is based on the measurement* at
various temperatures* of the equilibrium constants
for a reaction of the types-
F, F. • ♦ F^*12 12
an yields the heat of dissociation of the molecule
by atpllcation of the equation * R . AH/p*2 
dy** eq*
A fcnovn amount of the compound is introduced
into a reaction vessel at a suitable temperature* 
allot"ed to reach equilibrium* and the decree of 
dissociation determined by anorn trie* colorimetric* 
magnetic* or other techni <ues*
Zq attain a satisfactory degree of accuracy* a 
high ercentage dissociation is a requisite* and hence 
h\gh temperatures or low preouures muot be employed* 
Ihe latter condition presents the problem of 
adsorption oxi the r«lls of the reaction ve sel* a 
factor which can seriously affect the results* She 
former increases the possibility of irreversible side
reactions*
b.
The notnod has been ouccessfully employed 
Cfoi example (6), (?}. ( )# for the inveetigetion 
of reactions of the typo X2<~> 2X. where > , ie a 
diatonic molecule resulting la the formation of 
atone which can only recombine. and cannot take part 
ia undoairable side reactions. An exceedingly 
accurate lnveetigation of the reaction Xn<—» 21. has
ti
been carried ut by Perlman & Foliofoon. (AM who. by 
wee of a very sensitive manometric technique, obtain­
ed a value of 5>.^lh ♦ 0.0>C fc.cal./nole for the bond
ew
diooociation energy. which is remarkably close to the 
beet spectroscopic value.
For a complex moleculo of the type F^. F. being 
a radical, the method la lean woeful aa various 
secondary processes such as
(a) dlsprcpor tiomition of radicals
F. ♦ I-------- Hx . ft,
(b) reactions between radicals and molecules
! • ♦ ♦ I i
(e) further decomposition of radicals
1 • —> Vi ♦ M
can occur.
A© such process©© are more likely at high 
temperatures. the method is generally applicable only 
to molecules in rhich the T*f bond io exceedingly wonk
1.
and the radical * • very stable and inert with 
respect to 1^.
A suit bio example of such a process ic the 
investigation by colorimetry (9) and magnetic 
susceptibility CIO) of the diooociation of 
hexaphony1 ethane•
(Fh.^C-CCPh.)^— > 2( h*)5C*
Both methods gave a value of 11*3 ♦ 1 k*cal*/mol©
■ t<«r-
for the heat of dlnaoelatlon for thio reaction*
The method in included aa it was considered by 
Borrex and lien (1) that the available evidence on
the stability of benzyl radicals, and the low bond 
disoociation energy in dibenzyl, indicated that the
reaction
Fh.CB^eCH^.Ph «-—» 2Ph*CB2*
could be suitably investigated in thin way* *he 
attempt failed, however, an aide reactions appeared 
to predominate•
naenttally, thin methe 1 equates the energy of 
activation of the process
P~X —-> F* ♦ X*
with the heat of dissociation of that nrocess* Thio
assumes that the energy of activation of the reverse
nrocess in : orc*
In practice» the determination of the amounts of 
$• and )• produced in a specified time io very 
difficult, and the data available to the analyst are 
the amounts of products formed by secondary react!one 
of B* and X. with the parent compound or other 
oubntancca present*
In order to apply the method' it has tc be shown 
that the rate determining step of the total reaction
io the unlmolecular dissociation
P~X —> f. ♦ x.
or that there are reasonable grounds for assunin ; thio 
to bo the case* If thin can be justified' the amount 
of the secondary product (F-T ©ay) ia tafcea tc 
indicate the amount of F. formed (or the sum of the
concentrations of R*It R~S5» etc* if several reaction
atho aro available to the radical)* the conditions
have to be so chosen that the extent of the reverse
re ctlon is negligible*
In am li cat lone which have been made of these 
general principles* interest centres mainly on the 
technical problems of quantitative conversion of the 
radicals )• pro need into the substance F-T, and on
nreventin? reverse* and unwanted ei e reactions*
The earliest technijuee were these of ice (11)'
(1P)« and nneth (IV, (V* , where metal nirrora
placed outside the tone of re ction wer© uu©d to 
react nth the radical© issuing from the furnace 
through vhich the reactant pasoed*
By ualni* very rapid rate© of flo * !•©• very 
abet t contact timco, the radical.; were removed from 
the furnace before they could react* and by extra­
polation to the furnace exit of the rate© of removal
of standard mirrors deposited on the wall of the out­
let tube* a treasure of the concentration of the
©merging radicals was obtained* hoy ahcvea that* 
under the conditions of their experiments* the 
investigated compounds decora nosed homo 
eccordin to n unimolecular xaw* and they deduced the 
activation energies of the primary otco.
00 and Johnston have dlseussed various
possible objections to this technique* and have ohovn 
that even if these are valid they would have no 
influence on the final results* levertheleoa* the 
activation energies obtained are somewhat lower than
what are now considered to be the best values for
those diooociationo* and 8swore (h) has suggested a 
further inaccuracy which Rice and his collaborators 
did not consider* namely that the value for the rate
of removal of a standard mirror at the furnaee exit
van deduced from measurements made at various distances
10*
along the cold outlet tube* He considers that the 
behaviour of radicals in the hot rone Inedintely 
beyond the furnace would be of a different nature* 
and therefore the extrapolated time of removal night 
be In error* Forayth (b) has aloe discussed this 
difficulty*
Thus the mirror technique* though an excellent 
tool for the detection of free radicals* is not the
moot accurate for the determination of bond
dissociation energies*
(e) Tb» Toi—w Cwrttr q*»
This method* due to Bawarc (1?)* employs* as a 
carrier gas* a compound capable of reacting rapidly 
with the radicals formed by the dissociation of the 
comround under investigation* -he products of such 
radical captures are unreactive molecule * and stable 
radicals which play no further part In the reaction* 
but are renoved by dlmerisatlon* ithln the range 
of Its applicability* the carrier is itself unaffect* 
e by she temperatures used*
ftawarc (2),from an investigation of the pyrolysis 
of toluene* concluded that the dissociation proceeded 
through the initial rupture of the side~chain C*H 
bond* The highly reactive hydrogen atone were con*
si tered to ue removed by interaction with toluene
11
w ile inert beneyl radicals passed out of th©
furnace* and eventually dim©ii©ed*
By pyrolyo.in<* too conround un jer invest!nation
in th© presence of a lorge exceoa of toluene*
S’ ware © a able to remove the radical© formed in
th© dissociation by ©referential reaction vith th© 
carrier* he general reaction aequeace can be
described ass
t * I • _> I * ♦ i • •
h.Cd ,♦!*’5
a*C.iA ♦ 1** > i *M ♦ «h.
2 h.CH,.
f he ncc©©onry conditions fox the application
of thio method «rei
1* hat the dieoociation energy < the eee^eet bead
In the molecule she Id be conel era civ lean than
that o the aide•chain OH tend in toluene in
order th*t no appreciable deccmpceltlcn of the
carrier should occur at the temperatures required
for the decon o ition or th reactant*
<?• hat the radical© formed by th© di sedation 
should b© out ioiently active to bo removed
ira ediotely by reaction with toluene*
r«ft© latter condition made th© toluene carrier
technique unsuitable ex the m ertiration of benryl
X .
iodide, e x both of the ralicala reeultin fro* thio
or * toe inert to r^act. refine atom am oufviolent­
ly ctive to produce Rhr , nn?1 the met od c< uld there- 
foie be oucceos, wily a lied to boaryl bromide* (x8)
>he application oi the toluene carrier technique 
can best be iliuatrated by an example from the
literature*
In the pyrolyaie of ethyl benaene, (17)* the 
main decomposition producta were atyrene and 
hvdro/en, with email quantities of dibenayl and 
methane* daware ascribed these to a chain reaotion
propagated by the radical He claimed
that the Initial
methyl radicals,
further reaction
dissociation formed benayl and
the second of thich underwent
with the parent compound*
Th.au.CH/- 2 5 -> Jh.CH^* ♦ CH • (a)
Fh.Cn^.CK^ ♦ OU*—> Fh.OU* ’H^* ♦ CH^ (b)
h.cn?.CHa* •—> Fh*CHaCH ♦ H* (c)
Ph.CIU.CH ♦ H* •—1 * * * * * 7—> {h»CiU*CH.j* ♦ fU Cd)
1 eactiona (a) and (b) were the initiators, and
(c) and (d) the propagators* In the presence of
excess toluene, the methyl radicals wore reeved
by preferential reaction with the toluene, thus
provontin ? the formation or the cicala propagator*
Th.OU ♦ CH .* —> Ph*CR_* ♦ CFL7 i 2 h
15
In consequence, the products were ^ethane 
and dihenry1 in equiaclecul*r proportions, and 
the rate of decoaposition could be determined by 
quantitative analysis for either of these, leading 
to a value of 65 &•cal•/mole for the dissociation 
energy of the HuCff^CR. bond. In the absence of 
a carrier, the interpretation of the data was too 
complex to permit any evaluation,
Srware and his oo*worMere have extended such
method© to the investigation of many other com* 
rounds (19)*(22), including a series of organic 
bromides (e,g, (IB) and (25))•
(d) mreot Duteralatma of F>dl«wl
Ao indicated stove, direct measurements of
the concentrations of reactive radicals in thermal
decompositions are extremely difficult, and few 
results of value nave so far been reported,
Fltenton (24), using a mass spectrometer, showed
that radicals could be detects I durin the decom*
DOGition of hydrocarbons, loosing (2>), in extend* 
ing this worte to many other compounds, made attempts
nt the estimation of radical concontritions, but 
admits that his quantitative data are very uncertain,
l^espite such d fficultieo of radical estimation.
the icinetic method remains the moot valuable of t e
14.
existing techniques, as it baa contributed the
buln of the Known values of bond dissociation
energies In cosplex molecules*
(«) '*iotoohe-Uo«l IaiUatxon
"he use of suitable currier gaaso for the 
capture of free radicals formed during thermal 
decoapooltiono offers one possible method of 
simplifying and studying iuch reectione* Another 
technique,which prowl dee supplementary Information 
of groat relevance, is the uoe of raeiaot oner y to 
produce the primary dissociation of the substance 
under investigation* This enables a primary dis­
ec elation to be conducted at a controlled rate which
Is reasonably independent oi temperature, and no 
permits the effect of this variable on tho oecond-
ary pruowaooo to w i al ted for at iy, It la 
necessary, of course, that the secondary processes 
shall not bo afloctod by the frequencies of light
uoe •
A class!oal example, and one which has been 
diocuciod fully by many authors (26), is the study, 
by Fodcnstoln and his co-wor»ccro (27), (2b y, of the 
reaction between hydrogen and bromine*
a recent application of similar techniques, and
theorloo, and one which Is a direct Interest from
1>.
the point of vie* of thin thesis* io the study by 
van Artodalen (29) - <>5) of the photobroslastlon 
of hydrocarbons* acntialiy it entails the 
determination of the a tlvatlon energies of the
reactions PH ♦ Br* > P* ♦ Hhr and > • ♦ HBr —> J
♦ hr* and the combination of these to give the heat
of the reaction* This can then be used In con­
junction with the heat of reaotion for 
HBr H. ♦ Hr. to give /\H for FH —> I . ♦ H. 
and hence* asauminr aero aotiv Uon energy for the 
reverse process* the bond dissociation energy D(P-H).
The earliest von In this field was the
Investigation of the fhotobtooination of methane by
iotiakewaky am van Artsdalen (29)* Steploylttg a
1
photometric technique for the determination of the 
rate of removal of bromine* tney shooed that the
rate of bromination was nroport;;onal to (C
M *
(1/P)' where* P is the total pressure in the system* 
lydro en bromide was found to inhibit the reaction
an 1 bromination In excess PBr woe shoes to conform
to tho rate equation
«. (Br. „ k-.(CH, )(Br2Al/P)^
Inin could be oilAinod by the me Ghana era
br^+ • Hr. ♦ Br . 1.
.•!'•♦ CH;CB j • ♦ HBr 2 •
CM*.* 8ra—> GfUBr ♦ Hr. i •5 £ 5
OH,.* HBr—> CB^ ♦ Hr. h.
Hr. ♦ Br. ♦ H ~> Br* ♦ H >•
' he overall activation energy of the uaInhibit'
ed reaction was studied over a temperature range of 
t>O°C, and t^e vpIuo of 17.& ft.cal*/me 1© ascribed to 
reaction 2., as va© reasonable from the nature of 
the rate equation. ihe temperature coef ficlent of 
the Inhibited reaction gave values 01 from
. rich resulted a vale* 01 <f '• cwtl./mole for Et • b 
Assumption of aero activation energy for the 
another sic radical reaction 5. gave • 2 It.cal./
mole.
us, by equating !-> *cr ** ~ ♦ and
for the reverse reaction®,
*2
CH^ ;xrCM,. ♦ HBr 
*h "
the heat of reaction, » 1.1' M*cal. *m< Is ran
obtained.
Zue beat of reaction for the participants In their 
©tankard elates wan calculated as z tBC » 1^.0 X.aal
mole
1?
' hue«
♦ Br ••*■*"»> CH^. ♦ HHr /\fl a l>«0 fc*cal«
Hiir*—> H* ♦ Br» ,/\h es &5«S K*C«1.
C^—> Ch5* ♦ *• Ab •100*8 ;*cal.
Aasuaing raro ect ration energy fot the rev^roe 
^roceoGt they thua obtained the bond dissociation 
energy • 101 K»cal»/mcle at 0oKt a value
which ia in excellent agreement nth those achieved
by other methods*
< ther competing© investigated by van Artodalen 
(Jk >-Oi) nav»? given result© which correspond 
closely to the accerted values* with the excetion 
© the* for toluene ($2) for which the bond 
dissociation en»r<^r of D( a d9*9h*cal*/mole
differ© greatly from that obtained by pyrolysis (2)* 
A detailed account of the possible reasons for tho 
discrepancy will be given later in thio section 
(page 34. ).
Hitherto* the methods described have employed 
radiant energy to produce the necessary dissociation 
of the molecule? * it io also possible to use for thia 
purpose the Kinetic energy of fast moving oloctrona
then a stream of molecules is subjected to electron
—IB.
bombardment In a mam spectrometer, the molecule loo, 
and the iono of many fragments, can be detected at the 
collector olate of the instrument. (See for example 
Sable 4 - page 7/ • "he reactions can be represent
od as e«e«
P.CH,, ♦ a —-> P.CH* ♦ 2e
k.Cn, ♦ o —> P.CH*. ♦ : . ♦ 2e > 2.
p.ch 5 ♦ o —> «•* ♦ c«v. ♦ a®
obviously, if the ion FeCfl*. is >reoent in the
mass spectrum, the electron/, causing this dissociation
must oosess Kinetic energy at least an great as the
sum of the bond dissociation energy PO^CH^-d) and the
ionisation potential of the radical JR(P.CH*,)»«
Thus, if F »H molecules are fed into the ionisation 
chamber, the minimum potential necessary to produce f C 
ions, l«e, the appearance otential, should equal the
above sum,
P.H ■" "■•"> • ♦ H. ♦ e
A,(ft J a ♦ t»(P-B)
The ionisation potentials of some radicals are 
imowi spectra3cc ically (e.g.<££ ), (7?))t but if such 
data are not available, the r quired value can be 
determined by electron impact, by fee .in# free radicals 
I., produced generally by pyrolysis, into the ionxmtion 
chamber, and once more determinln • the a rearance
19*
potential of the ion ft
F. —> it ♦ e - A^fft*)
A^fJ) • I*(F?) 
ienco, by subtraction*
D(F-n> « ajl(fT> • a?(j4)
The determination of appearance potentials la not* 
hotov?”r. a simple process* The potential applied 
across the electron accelerating plates ie not necessarily 
the potential operative in the acceleration of the 
electrons* ae films of hydrocarbons* deposited on the 
platea, can set up contact potentials reducing the 
effective acceleration considerably* further* the 
electron ben^ Is not truly mono c hr o.*< tic* seme electrons 
having Initial Kinetic energy* and so their energy on 
entering the chamber ««y be greater titan the value 
calculated from the applied potential*
The first of these two sources of error may be 
eliminate 4 to ; one extent by treamin into the chamber 
a mixture of ! *M and some gas* generally one of the 
inert gases* for which the appearance potential of an 
ion is known accurately « e«g» He — > PJe* ♦ e* The 
observed appearance potentials for Ns* and Fi ore 
measured concurrently,and a measure of the "sensitivity* 
of the instrument obtained* Xn this way, a correct10a
can be ap; lied, givia/ a eloper a roximatlen to the true
20
potential*
Another eource of o«*riouo error lie® in the
possibility th t som of the dissociation fragments nay 
ho feraed in an electronically excited state* in which 
case the observed appearance potential sill contain an 
excitation energy tern and will yield a value for the 
bond dissociation energy which ia too large by this 
amount* or example* Douglas and Hersherg (^2), by a 
spectrooCipic method* shows i that the maos opectrooetric 
ally determined value for the ienlratiea potential 
Xb(ChJ), obtained from MCH,included 99e$ h*cal*/mole 
excess energy• Thus,errors of considerable aagnitude
can result from electron impact data. The radicals 
produced fron polyatomic molecule a may possess consider­
able vibrational energy* and this also may Introduce 
errors which can attain serious proportions* Hence 
the electron impact data must be regarded as supplying 
an upper limit to the bond dissociation energy* rather
than an , xact value*
A second approach with thio technique involve© 
measurements of the appearance potentials for the Fl 
ion from two different source© F.X where X is generally
H. and J .
l.e. P.H —* St ♦ H. ♦ • (X).
F.F —> lt*R. «• (2).
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Subtracting (1) from (2).
) - £iBf(l .M) » ^Bf(K.> - ^Bf(H.)
♦ * (Ft) - *2(! t)
But n(P-H) = ^B-CF*) ♦
.’.£>(»*H) - f(F.l ) - 2^»r(R.B) ♦
- A,(Bt) ♦ A^(Kt)
Thue from th© difference in the a; earanee potentials.
together i»ith knowledge of the heats of formation of 
the starting material® and of hydrogen atoas. the bond 
energy BCr-H) can be calculated*
The advantages of thio a roach are that ionisation 
data fot the radical P* are not required. and man/ 
instrument variation© are ellt,ln ttod« provided both
measurements are mad© on the same instrument within a
short period.
S..at this method is reliable is shown by the 
agreement obtained by Stevenson (<O) with the accepted 
value© for many di©sociatsona•
0<CF -K) a 1C1 .cal. Sole.
DCC^B^- ) • 96.7 £ h.cal.^mole.
-(CW,~C ,) a 62.6 ♦ 9 t.cnl. "moiv •
n(C H *C.R. ) * > 9 k.cai./^oie.*1 > > •*
As the accuracy of thio work is seldom better than 
♦ !> k.cal.crle., the chief advantage of the method in 
its Ability to differentiate between conflietin values
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obtain® i in other *aya*
Soae t^on, O: th« tener 1 \?t^fcdc to the
fi bon,/ 1 roblen
*lho problem of deter anin the strength of the 
central C-C bond in dib^neyl in alee th« problea of 
deter imin thr heat © formation of the benzyl 
radical* Thu© the heat of dim eolation i- giv* n by
the Af1 value for the reaction
h.CH2.CH2. h^r> 2f*.C,S2.{g)
,ho boat of fomation of /-a benzyl bein well Known* it 
io ebvlcun that any conclusions re Hm : th« heat of 
iormation o the benzyl raUci w< uls ©oivo the bond
oner y problem*
Value© for thx© quantity have been obtained by a 
variety of method© a lit- . v compounds of the typo 
h*s^H?*>,in ar.aooiation with fcnfn I ■ of the thermal 
con t nto cf theu - com. ©undo and of >• It i , the 
r-urr>o.se o ' the euccco xng pa eo to urvey the evidence
obtained*
‘ he available data cn be divided late fiv roupe*
(1) ® work o; Szwarc on the pyrolyai© of toluene*
(2) 7he re-estamination by stead® of the pyrolysis of
toluene*
(3) f,he pyrolysis of relate i compound©*
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(*») The photobromination of toluene oy van \rtedalen*
(2) lection Impact otudiea on toluene and dibenryl*
Th* tewara___^s_jon_^clu«ne
Applying a kinetic floe teoftru iue* fieware 
Investigated the pyrolynlo of toluene In the 
temperature ran^.e b C°O8>0°C at partial pressures of 
2mm * 1$ am* * he conditions were chosen to enable a
range of do comnosition& from 0.01% - 1»OM to he
Investigated conveniently* lthou^h trouble tai taken 
to ensure the purity of the startln material* It was 
found that sufficient Impurity remain© d to cause 
considerable side reactions* so the experiments were 
performed with toluene which h d previously undergone 
pyrolysis to remove thio.
Investigation of the resultants showe 1 hydro on* 
methane* nd dihenry1 as the m in products* Hydrogen 
and methane were estimated by combustion analysis* and 
found to he In the ratio 60t^C* Pihenry1 was 
characterised by melting point and mired melting point
determin tioas and ite concentration e.- two ted* It
corresponded roughly to the sum of th gases, i*e* 1 
mole of dlbenryl was produced for evehy mole of •
Mo ethane could be observed*
From v riat^onn In pressure* contact time* and
our face* it was inferred that the reaction was homogeneous
---------- ------------
and firot order* 3he aotaanxoa proposed »oa a rate 
detox Hinin : rupture of the aide chain C-h oond*
h.CH — > ■ti.CH-. ♦ »• !•5 2
followed by a sequence of fast reactions
Pte• -''j, ♦ R* •*heCH^e ♦ Rg 2*
and *uCH> ♦ H. *i*R ♦ CIT. 5a.
Ph.OiJ* ♦ CO^* —» HUCII^. ♦ CO^ >b*
or Ffe.OHj ♦ R. —> Ph. ♦ Cft4> *a.
Ph.ClU ♦ Hl. —> ♦ Fh*H ^b*
the benyl rndicnlo being removed by dinerioatlon* 
2Ph*CB_* —> Ph.CH^.CH^.rh >•
Pate determinations made from measurements of the 
rate of production of total gases (CB^ ♦ assuming 
the above mechanism,gave the r*te equation
kCeoc"1) a a.iO1-’eMi'.(-y?tfXX)/J'r)
>he mechanise! accounted for the observe products, 
and postulated the presence of benzene as a resultant* 
though no attempt uao made to identify it.
Of the t*o poooible paths* >• ad *►•* su e. ted 
for the ; reduction of mothone* beware constsored the 
former more Holy on energetic grounds* *he validity 
of the dissociation energy of 77.> d*cal*/moledepended
on the acceptance of reactions 5a • and 5b* ns secondary 
processes* jhe constancy oi th- methane/ ydgogeo ratio 
regardless of conditions would appear to ju«tify this
annumntion* but it is obviou> that the bond oner y
value wo II be le«© certain if methane was ;©rraed toy
the reaction
h • CM —<«—•> ''h • + ' j, •
occurring ©iaultaneoualy with reaction X*
he . o«>o:* -nn. tion by teacie -
'The ar or tu and procedure© ev 1©„ ed toy teacie
were essentially aamiVr t< the e of rworc, di< ering 
©i^rafacaotXy only in the rnn.ro oi contact tines and 
the very nigh to perature© investigated# he re ults* 
however* chewed little agreement with the previous worh#
the production of hydrogen and nethane wao confirm­
ed* but in the rttio 6 /51* oa compared with the rwarc 
value of 6o/V. Xhi© figure wa© essentially 
independent of condition©# Benrene* postulated by 
Swears* was identified* and it© concentr tion shown to 
correspond roughly to thnt of methane# A «nall 
quantity of styrene waa also found#
Ultra-violet ©poctrophotomotric analysis of the 
nen*veletiXe products revealed the characteristic 
abac rption of the diphenyl nucleus* and* by 
chromatographic separatiea* this wan ascribed to a 
mijture of the laeaero of dimethyl diphenyl# Kbeasyl 
was ©iso found* and w?w shown tc be as little a© >0" of
the n<n*vtlotile materials#
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7he ao£ t signi ficant deviat on, however* vaa the 
Claim by Steaele of non*firet-order behaviour• 
Investigations of the variation of contact time exhibit* 
ed a two*fold variation in the rate of (0^ ♦ 
formation over tne ran/se 0*0o8 eee*«C«56$ nec.
7 riation© of reanure and surface arc also affected
the rate* though to a leaser de roe*
or a series of exnerincato <t a contact time o 
O*068 see**the logarithm of the fleet order velocity 
constant one plotted against 1 7cK,and an activ tion 
energy of K k* cal•nolo oHaioade 7hus,even if first 
order behaviour was asnuaed* the value for D< Ph*CH.*Jl) 
was widely different from that looted by Szware*
In an attempt to < mt lain the formation of dimethyl 
diphenyls by further reactions of dibenzyl* small 
concentration i of dibenzyl were pyrclyned in the 
presence of toluene un or conditions similar to those 
used for toluene alone* At the temperatures used* 
toluene is decom rosed to the extent of t.75» so this 
contribution to the pro uctn was de acted from the
resultants*
7 he wet important observation of these erperimtents 
was the absence of methane from the gaseous nroucte.
oi© hydrogen »po formed than could b accounted for by
the coca cMtien of toluene an th© formation of stll
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bene and a ithrscene. oe« of dibeneyl wu also noted, 
tio bein a© much of the quantity injected.
» n thi, evidence teacie ha© otUod:- nU©
met sane ©:*.© formed in the presence of toluene, althotu h 
c« noi arable hydrogen was produced. In view of the 
feet that there wae mere hydrogen than otilbcnc, it 
eeema likely that hydrogen etoou wcjre in existence at
eomc tine in the reaction. Thio would ©eoci to c net
some doubt on the feasibility of the reaction K, ♦ 
h.cn^ —> Ph.St e ch^,” However,the alternative
augmention which ho puts forward for the form, tion of 
- t m • ,tb , - th react.on
h.CHx----- h. ♦ CR ,.
take© place OOMBHtdfetly, would also ooem to he dx©proved, 
as the preoence of dibenzyl should not affect this 
prooeo© ©t all.
The variation cf the firat order rate constant 
with contact tine,a© observed b; t ace, would appear 
to make b<th value© for the bon s energy of toluene 
invalid. However, a© state 1 earlier, the contact 
tine© used by the two worker© differed appreciably,
Srwarc inveeti&at© the effect of r ct:on tiae
variation over the ran;* 0.235 * 0,905 oec. whereas 
Stead© used times as low as 0,0*8 sec. or ©over, in
Figure 1
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the latter case, the reaction veoecl used in
determining the rate variations was only cm* lon/>
It in icubtful if tho data obtained at ouch abort
in torvale given a true account of the reaction, as it 
ia possible that the reactant was not in the furnace 
long enoti *h to attain the temperature of the surround* 
ings. Shia would result in lo deeospssitione and 
hence abnormal rate constants* It can be seen from 
Fig,1 that the plot of rate constant a ninnt contact 
time approaches a horizontal line in the region 
investigated by ^z^tc* Moreover, variations of the 
toluene pressure had no marfeed effect, and the rate 
con tauta,plotted on the same graph,correspond fairly 
call*
Tne difference of 12 •$ fc*cal•/mole between the two 
values of the toluene bond energy la not ourpricing if 
the above suggestion ia correct, as the data from which 
the 90 fc.Cftl. value ia calculated were obtained using a 
contact ti»<* of 0*063 sec*t l.e* in the region in which 
the rate values are doubtful* The temperature range of 
thia invest! tion was very much higher than that used 
by Szwarc, there being an overlap cf a few de reec only*
Thus the nature of the reaction under the two sets of
conditions may vary considerably* comparison of the 
results may not be justified* It io strange that since
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the etatod intention of f.teacie was to repeat
flrwarc’s work, the ccnditionn ho oelooted did not 
correspond to those seed previously*
On the other tund, the work of Sxwarc did not
Include an exhaustive investigation of the secondary 
processes* and It may be that his reaction mechanism 
la incomplete* The majority of teecie*s re* 
Investigation hae been concerned with the etudy of 
reaction products, and he hoe identified many com* 
pounds undetected by r.rwwrc, however* the value of 
77*5 fc*oal*/»ele cannot be invalidated unless it can 
be shown that the mechanisms postulated for the 
formation of hydro ea and methane are inaocurute or 
Incomplete, and thia Stencie has been unable to do* 
ve hae suggested that the formation of methane occurs 
by a reaction which tehee place concurrently with the
dissociation
h.CB —> H.CB-,. ♦ K.i 2
but the cvi Jence obtained from his experiments with
difeensyl would see® to di©prove thia* She occurrence 
of direthyl diphenyls, stilbene, *h,’ atyreee c<uld not 
affect the jrifflfrry processes, and hence have no 
influence on the bond eneriry*
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fro: -.ba, v«m-a
It Is obviou tht lace the heats of formation of
toluene rad hydrogen atoms arc known* It 1© possible to 
dsteraine the heat of fora,tion of the benzyl radical 
from any determined value for the strength of the side
chain OH in toluene*
a htto
^rcg) ( *h*oH^ ) “ ^f!f(s)< to» ' * ^iif(g)(a,)
- Di'to.CHg-H,
^Kf( j(Ph.CM ) - 11.9 k.eal. aole. 05)
~lHf( )(H,) » 52.C k.cal./ncle. (36)
n(rn.CK2-H) • 77.5 k.eal. ado. (2)
57*^ k*c. 1* acle*
if so accept temporarily the diooociation energy found 
by zsarc» 0.ing thii, value of >7*^ k*cal*/mole, we
can calcul to the heats of formation of other radicals 
>• If the dissociation energies D h.CH^-X) are known* 
i.C. Ph.CSgX) - ^Hf(Ph.CH2.) * • D(M».CH2-.')
values of /\Hf(>.) obtalaod la thia way can be compared 
with those froa other methods,and the validity of the 
heat of formation of the benzyl radical checked*
. uch an ap roach has been used by ftzwarc to justify 
his work on toluene* The values of P(Ptu 'H^-X) have 
been obtained for a series of radicals X* by means of the 
toluene carrier gas technique* The results are
able 1
X. D(os-X)
AHj.(X. ) from 
other sources
cir. (17) 7.1 63. 32.7 32.1
C.ll .(>8)2 > . 1.9 97.5 - •> 22-4 25.3
Hr. (18) 19.6 - 3 50.5 - 2 23.7 - 4 22.7
5l!?. (20) 15.0 - 3 59-4 *>6.6 - 41.0 - 2
r
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au»mar’*sed in able !• heats cf formation of the
eon oundo RuCR^tX are taken from the data collected 
by Foberts and Skinner, are the mines of
Aflg(X«) for X» • CH^e and c2^5* thc last column.
’ ho heat of form tt on of bromine atoms is from 
spectroscopic data, and Ag^CWH^,) fro^s toluene carrier 
experiments on hydrazine (19)«
Ajl^( ) « 3?»** keenl»/ncle was used to calculate
the •) values in column 1.
In the ca e of ethyl benzene*, the corres ondenco
between the two values for the heat cf formation of the
aieti yl radical is very good, For the others,
experimental difficulties hnve caused cone degree of 
uncertainty in the bond energy values* and this, coupled 
with dovbtful values for the heats o formation of benz; 1 
bromide and benzylamine, ban resulted in considerable 
uncertainty nr to the correct figuien to be assigned to 
the heats of formation of the respective radicals, The 
correspondence in these three cases is poor, but with the 
exception of the benzyl breoide value, th© differnce 
lies within th© experimental accuracy,
Wo such agreement oould be obtained if the heat of 
formation of the benzyl radical was calculated from
Steaeie* results,
'he . xtobre on of £rlueae
>2*
ndercon, fcheraga, and van rtodalen (3) lave 
studied tne kinetics of the bromination of toluene 
both thermally and *hotechelically by th technique
liecuosed earlier* Tho reaction. condition acre: .
toluene preoaure 67*1 * 192*3 mm*
Bromine preaaure 9*1> * >2*30 mm*
Temperature range 8o°C - 155°C for the
Photochemicalcrperimonto, 
166°C for tho thermal a*perimente
The photochemical reaction ma activated by light 
of wavelength z*b X'J?, in which r gion broruno la the only 
oubotance in the reaction mirtur© which absorbs,
dieaocintlng tc :ive one ©Melted, and on© normal ©ton*
The rnt© of reaction waa determined by measuring jhoto­
me tri cully the rate of Iona of bromine from the oyetem*
A few thermal runt «.cre j> r formed to illustrate
that the oboorved reaction rates ©mil be accounted for
by a mahaahe similar to that aecribe l to the photo* 
decomp© jitlcm©
The mature of the re*ctlon promote was investigat­
ed by infra-red epeetreeeepy,the abeorptloa data indicat­
ing the presence of henryI bromi o, and osowing no 
characteristic nbeorpticn band® of the bromotoluenes*
The initial reaction rate® were determined from th©
initial alcpo of the rnt© time curve©, snd shown to
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oaticfy the expression
(a)^(Sr2) ■ k.(Br )*(R.a>
dt
Fro© experiments performed la the presence of excesa 
HBr, the rate of the inhibited reaction van Investigated, 
and the inhibition constants calculated by applying the 
equation
~d (Hr a)
dt 2 ZMET
" (Hr?)
(b)
rom thin evidence the follorin mechanism wan
ascribed to the reaction.
Hr., ♦ by 2 nr. 1,
Fr, ♦ P,H —■* F, ♦ HBr 2,
F, ♦ fT^ ♦ Sr, 3,
r, ♦ HBr —» »,H ♦ Br, 4,
nr, ♦ Sr, ♦ « -**> ftr- ♦ M 3,
The tonporature dependence of the rate constants 
dorivod froa equation (a) for the uninhibited, and from 
(b) for the inhibited i eactloaa gave activation energies 
for the reactions 2, and 4e These wore
® ?,2 ic,cal,/mole,
E^ e *»,o h,cal,/mole.
Hence the heat of reaction /\h for
• n ♦ 3r, oi» ♦ nor
io given by An • * FX * ?e2 * h,cal,/aole.
be <*M bond energy in toluene can then be calculated.
5S
; • • •—.....IT
•> F. ♦ HBr Ah 8 2*2 k.cal./mole.
> H. ♦ hr. e 8?*? h*oal./nole.
A?! » 89*9 fe»cal*/mole*
F.H ♦ Br.
«ar
• • F*R 1 "•> V» ♦ H*
T la in torn yield© a value of fe»ool«/m©le* for
the heat of formation of the benny1 radical*
he estimated enor in the determination was
*1*5 <•* cal*/mole*
•J^cuanij^
She toluene bond energy obtained by thin method io 
in very close agreement with that which f-toacie found*
but since he states that the pyrolysis of toluene io
not flrot-order* this agreement cannot have grent 
significance* Wevertheles©* the >hotourccunatlon 
technique, applied to aliphatic hydrocarbons,ha© produced 
much satisfactory data* and the re ult© for toluene 
cannot then fore bo disregarded*
It i© unfortunate that an attempt was not mode to 
estimate quantitatively either of the product©* vix* 
boncyl bromide and ddr* dor was there any eta.led 
qualitative investigation* vhat analyse© thre were 
consisting ainl of attempt© to distinguish between 
bcneyl bromide and brootoluene.
*Ihe accuracy of the experiments depen ed on the 
asountion that only the roetul ted reaction© occurred*
andu,)t no other poonibill tie© existed for the removal
&of bromine from the cyotem. . ^nce it h o been ehov.-n 
th t benayl rad.cals nje much lose reactive than al^yl 
radicals* it i .•* conceivable that reactions 5« «ad 4. do 
not remove all thv rdicaio formed* and th t ether 
mechanisms ax-e avail hie for their Uxapoml* The 
pre ent investigation has shown that dlmcrlcatxon of 
thia opt'cicG ia rapid* and that the tendency to lake 
part in ride reactions la very email* Thue it nay he 
that dihenayl forme one of the products* and an one 
would expect the c-H uwl energy of thia to he eo >e* 
wh t lee/, than 77*5 k*cal*/mole* it le osnible that 
bromination of iibeavyl occurs ©xra Itaneo aly* bather 
or not thio doe© in fact happen co.-. Id he ecxded if 
dibcnx/l cr stilbene appeared in the product mixture* 
but thio possibility dees not appear to have been 
investigated by van Artsdalen and hie colleague.*
Loo© of bromine by some un elected mechanism 
would not affect the activation energy if the ratio
of unknown to total reaction remained constant over 
a range of temperature* This would he true if the 
unsown reaction was of a secondary nature* If* 
h wever* it ia postulated that bromination of dlbenryl 
does take place concurrently * the difference in bond 
energy between dlbenryl and toluene would enult in 
variations in the ratio of the respective reaction
>6
rates which could seriously affect the accuracy of 
any conclusions drawn from tho experiment©•
Recently• net data appertalaln to the subject 
has been fort iCCmlag In tho form of electron Impact 
studies* -chicolor and Stevenson 09) hare examined
the n*«« spectra of toluene and dlbenoyl* and aaasured 
the a>pearanoe potential© of th • bonsyl radical In each
case •
Aonuain& that the appearance potentials of the
Ion In the anas spectra of toluene and dlbenayl 
have the ©i^nlflcancet
?h.3H. » C?H*. ♦ H. ♦
Aj^CyH*) ■ D(Ph,CH2-B) ♦ I®(Ph.Cii?.) <1)
’’h.CTLj.Ct^. to ■ C?H*. ♦ Ph.Cl:2. ♦ e.
A2(C„H*.) e J5(Pto.CI -CR2.Hi) ♦ IB(Ph.CR2.) (2)
the aps e&rance xiotentials observed were
« 1106 ♦ C«1 ev /molecule*
(O^H*.) a 1 •5 5 ♦ f. 1 ev/molecule • 
Subtracting e^nation Cl) froa equation (2) we gct»
( *ucna.)2 ♦ r. « PtwCH. ♦ Ph.cna>
- A2CC?H*.) - Ago * )
» »!• 52 ev/molccule« 0)
Trom the bents of formation cf toluene ()6), dibenxyl 
( and hydrogen 05 )♦ we can then compute*
_______________________
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C^h.C ’ .), + 2H. a 2 h. :p ,
/\H o '•66 ov/nolecule. (<•)
ubtr^ctiag (M from (5) re got, 
b. 01^*8 o Ph.CH?. ♦ H<
D(Ph#CHp*5) « 4*66 * 1*32 a ov/nolccule.
a ?7«C 1*0 &•
oal»/raole«
The benayi radical apnearanea otontial in at yl 
benzene has alec bean determined, and from motleige 
of the beat© of formation of toluene, ethylbenzene (35) 
and the met yl radical (^O), A(C^R*«) has bean 
calculated for toluene* The value no obtained waa 
11*$3 ♦ 0*1 ev/raol$cule, in ercellent agreement with 
the value obtained directly, giving >oeic indication of 
the oolf«*conoiotency of the dntn*
n attempt to evaluate the ionisation potential 
XiC?H*t) haa been mad by Loosing, Ingold and 
Tlonderoon OlU Thai: value of 7.7" ♦ 0«O8 ev/a*
molecule enn be combined with ^tevennon’o apenronce 
notontial in equf t en (1) above to yieli the OR bond 
lineeointim energy directly* The re ult obtained i©
>5 * h*cnl*/«ole# At firrt el ht, thia would appear 
to oup ort the cbotobrominntion d ta, but the reliability 
of 3oniont ,on potential value© io questionable, and it 
io doubtful if it ie ^notifiable to include thia siateri *1
in the present dxncuocion*
Nummary
■Il the above investigations point tc two 
conflicting values for D( h*OB -H) 77*5 &*O«*1*/
role, and £./♦) k* c« 1*/ idv, u i ort for tfcm latter 
figure ±.- weak, an fteacie doe& not consider feimnelf 
justified in awcribin/ a value calculate! from first* 
order con tenta to a di src elation which roe not appear
to obey a ir t~order la* , and ionls t:o. otential data 
are not sufficiently reliable to give more than an 
up- » t 11 sit to the bond energy* Moreover, several 
possible sources of error have been ougrented, and 
until these have been disproved, thia value must remain 
suspect* It in, however, only a few months from the 
time of writing nine© thio new xigure was published, 
and it may be that further vi ?ence will be forthcoming 
shortly*
Ihe more establl hed value of 77*5 k*cal*/mole 
has in its eup*ort the excellent agreement obtaining 
when applied to the determination of other bond 
dissociation energies* Xt Is difficult,therefore,to 
doubt a value which can be corrobor ted in so many ways* 
Stevenson1© electron impact data are also self 
consistent, and agree admirably with Sswarc*
A© stated, the main weakness in fiteeare'e work is
the possibility that hla interpretation of the reaction
59*
aechanlait my b© in error* teacie baa ohown the 
prcftcno© of specie© undetected by hi© predecessor, 
but the temperature© at which thee© were found wore 
abcv© the rang© investigated by Sawarc, and poaaibiy they 
do not occur in the tower temperature reg on* 
fvidenc© ban been produced both for and against the 
react! on
FtuCHx ♦ R. Fh**< ♦ CHa.> J
but neither claim i© concluaiv©*
Cne must conclude therefore that aithcu/h there 
io doubt a© to the value to be ascribed to the reaction
• H.
th© weight of evidence 1© in favour of tho earlier 
vluo of 7?*5 Jc*cal*/mole*
___ , .*. - -
Figure 2
Pyrolysis Apparatus
' i . TOHEATER II DOUBLE • LI
TRI TR2
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The object of the present investigation w-e to 
examine the antnalcu© te iporature indepon oat factor 
obtained by lies* It was Intended firot to perform 
a few preliminary experiments to corroborate hio 
values, uoing more satisfactory analytical tecnnx;ue©*
Jf hie value proved to be correct, further
inveuti aliens into the reaeona for the anomaly vould
be carried out*
Beoentially, the apparatus constructed for the 
preliminary »om wne identical with that employed by 
Mllee, mo tlfleationn being introduce.» only for the 
rick-up of reactant and collection of products*
In outline it consisted of a closed eyetem in 
i hich nitrosen at a proooure of h->«am*Hg* wan circul­
ated by mean© of a pump* She , through a
"saturator”, carried the vapour of the rmctant
thr*u h the reaction vessel which was maintained at
a auitablo temperature* On ©merging from the high 
tesporeture cone, it then pnooed through a serie© of 
cold trapo in vhich the unchan ed di benny1 and the 
reaction products condensed, the nitre-on returning 
to the pump for recycling* A eimp xfied diagram
io shown in 1 ure 2* She other neceoitie© were a
<♦1
device for measuring tho rate of flots of the gases, 
and a thermocouple to deter inc the te-per^ture of
the reaction vessel,
~ae aturaior
For the early work thie consisted of a aeries of 
three trays, each carrying several grams of dlbenayl, 
im -reread In a thermoctatisally controlled oil bath, 
the temperature of which naa adjusted to give a suit­
able vapour pressure of reactant* The circulating 
nitrogen stream, passing over the hot dibeany1, picked 
up the vapour and carried it through the reaction
vessel, Zo ensure a roxiiaate obturation of the
nitrogen stream, three trays aero considered necessary,
ho reaction fos.jcl
Thia was constructed from two concentric eiljcn 
tubes, the outer being ?Ocm, long, IS a>, internal 
diameter, the Inner, 6!>c«. long and Srsm, outside 
diameter, tho '.'.nailer wao sealed at one end, and served 
as a pocfcot for the hot junction of the ChromeVAlumel 
thermocouple which was use.J to determine the temperature
of the vessel. The silica vessel w e attached to the
inlet and outlet yrex leads of the circulating system 
by standard con?cal ground glass joints sealed with 
" olythene" wax, Before use, the whole vessel van
thoroughly cleaned rvith hydrofluoric acid.
Furnace Temperature Distribution
(a) Before Smoothing
Figure 3
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The Furnace
The foundation for the electric furnace was &
tube of "Inconel" alloy* bOcm. long* 5>ca. diameter*
M
covered with a 1/4 layer of alundum eemeat* Co 
thio wae wound the heatm#; element of ’'Mchron©” tare* 
one turn/os), in the middle* two turna/om. over the 
last j?cm. at each end* the windings being tapped at
lOen. intervale. *1 he whole was covered with a further
layer of cement and encased in a section of magnesia 
pipe lagging.
the heater windings were connected in eerie© with 
an ammeter to the secondary of a Varias transformer 
which wan coupled to tnc mains through a con tant 
voltage transformer to free the furnace from variation© 
in mains voltage. >ppr ©senate ly 3 anpe were required 
to give a temperature of C00cC.
In this state,the temperature at different points 
along the central axis of the furnace varied widely* 
"tmoothin;’ was performed by planing shunts acros© the 
centre tappings and adjusting these until the temperature 
alon the whole length of the furnace was constant to 
♦ 2 v* Plots of temperature against distance from one 
end of the furnace before and after smoothing arc shewn 
in Figure 5. The uniform portion beta en the JLnca A 
and B van taken to oe the effective furnace length* and
etlW volume of the reaction vessel, that 
volume which lay be tv-een these tv© ;oeivisas* fhe
latter ra© measured with a burette* and was foun tc 
be 1>9 ral* *he uniformity ra© eheo&ed at intervals 
during the ©ubsequont investigations a© the temperature 
dintrlbutton »ac foun* tc vary rlth ageing of the
furnace*
rhe ^rarg
The mixture of nitrogen, unreacted di benzyl, and 
reaction product© passed fir t t rr ;&h a trep,oooled 
by lee water,la which the dibearyl and those reaction 
predueto which were noli ci at 0 v (e*g* stilbene) con­
densed* The remaining gases passed over to a liquid" 
air trap which removed the more volatile material©* 
leaving tht nitrogen with any gases incondensible at 
liquid-air temperature* («•£• hydrogen aad methane .
The re-entrant tube of the first trap was heated with 
a winding of "VIchrsew* tape to prevent condensation of 
the ©olid® in the narrow tube, end consequent restriction 
of the gas flow* ‘Throe nets of these tra © were 
arranged in parallel to allow three erperioente to be 
mrformed consseutively. The *aa flow coul be
diverted fro one set tc another by electrons ;netieslly 
operated grease free Valves. See *‘l ure 2*
".he Circulating System
Figure 4.
Efficiency Curves for the Circulating Pump.
Curve A Static Pressure = 6.6 mm. 
Curve B Static Pressure = 5*0 mm. 
Curve C Static Pressure = mm.
44.
To elrcul *te the carrier gee* a met cut? 
diffusion pum; having throe joti, in piallel was 
^.at tailed* t&a met cury borler being heated by a <oods 
He tai bath » un 1 with NiChrooe tape ana ? ©»er**u by a 
2CCV. eup 1* through a unvic ncrg. regulator* „qurd 
air traps hofora and after the pang removed any tiaeoo 
of cent a 'inntioa frtra the nitrogen stream, and prevent* 
ed the uica a of aercury vapour late ; he reaction 
vessel. Ao a further precaution* tho gas pas&ed 
through a "scrubber” before enter In the saturator.
Thio device removed any condensed spray by alternately 
heating the gas to 3CO°C and cooling to liquid-air 
temperature*
The optimum eorfclng conditions were determined by 
calibrating the pumping perfoxoauce against the bath 
temperature for a range of carrier tan pressures* It 
was found that,on increasing the hath temperature* the 
rate of pumping increased to a uaxlaua and then /grad­
ually fell off* The fora of the curve obtained by 
plotting pvaplng rate against temperature was aiollar 
for all pre sours a* though the poaltioa of the maximum 
varied* Figure 4 shows the variation of output 
pressure related to the setting of the Gunvic F emulator* 
Thereafter* the pump was operated at that temperature 
corresponding to maximum pumping ra to, in order that
*5.
any variation in mains supply and hence in bath 
temperature* wold produce the cunimun v riatisn in 
oyclin; conditions*
Jn order that the partial pressure of the reactant* 
and the tioe of Ito passage through the furnace* could 
be determined* the r« e of flow of the carrier gas had 
to bo measured* xhis was dene by determining the 
pressure drop across n length of capillary tubing placed 
in the return line of the cycling ay ©tern*
By applying ’Myer*© modification of claeullle*© 
ao, the rate of flov coul 1 be determined*
a o-fir (pf - F^) 
o a
i<>*y*i*Ff
there n » rate of flow in moles/oec*
r a radius of capillary in cm*
1 w length of capillary in on*
and « pressure before and after the capillary 
q « viscosity of nitrogen in else©*
F a gas constant*
? o absolute temperature•
It has been shown by C*S* Cowan that,at the low
pressure© used in the present work,Heyerfs equation 
does not hold,and for accurate work the capillary bad
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tc be calibrated experimentally* The capillary ueed 
in the present rrrk wao eno calibrated earlier by 
Covan, and the divergence of tho true rate from that 
obtained by calculation la shown In Figure *>•
or the determination of thd fore and after
pressures* twin Mclnod gauges were built* the dosed 
capillaries and compensating tubeo being taboo from a 
sin le length of uniform bore eoda glaoa tubing*
In addition to the pro a cure drop acroon the 
capillary* it waa neeeaeary to determine the pressure 
of nitrogen inside the furnace in ©*der that the con­
cent r tion of dlbencyl could be determined* A ftcleod 
gauge coul 1 not be pieced at the furnace entrance <wring 
an experiment so the dibenny1 would hawo condensed in 
the cold gauge* oo it was necessary to calibrate tho 
flow in ouch a way* that the pressure in the furnace 
could be correlated with that at oome point where 
condensibles were not present* Accor iagly the twin 
McLeod gauges wore attached through two*ray tape to 
reinto A and B immediately before and after the reaction 
veooel* and to a point 0 between the circulating pump 
and tho ’’scrubber ’* thia being tho nearest ouitable 
position for the permanent attachment of a gauge in tho 
high pressure side of the system* Varioue pressures of 
nitrogen O - 6 am*) were circulated* and the pressures
t .
on either si e of the flov capillary an i at points 
A* 8* and C, were noted* She p.. assure In. Ids the 
reaction vessel was taken as the mean or and is* and 
thia vae foun I In all cases to be greater than the 
pressure before the capillary by of the
difference be two* a thet fore prosoure and th«i prensure 
at C* urin : experiments* the p: secures at the 
capillary and at 7 were measured* and from these the 
rate of floe and furnace pressure were calculated*
After the calibrations had been completed* the gauges 
wore detached from nolnts A and b and the lines fro* the
saturator to the furnace Inlet and from the furnace out* 
let to the traps were wound with "?I1 chrome** tape and 
heated to 1<X5°C to prevent condensation of the reactant 
and produoto* All ground joints In the heated lines 
were sealed with °olythese* wax as t Is was found to 
be the most durable sealing compound at elevated 
temperatures*
w yagagi„aft^a
A single stags mercury diffusion pump,backed by
a fpsedlvao rotary oil pump rlth a liquid-air trap to
collect volatile oom ounds,comprised the evacuating
system* allowing the apparatus to be unped down to 
*510 mm* 8g« A McLeod gauge capable of reading to 
XO rra. and a Pl rani gauge were added for pressure
48
determination© and leak tooting reepectively*
J!SJi2UQli££_Ja£
Cylinder nitrogen wa© purified by allovinp it 
tc stream olowl , firet through a liquid air trap, and 
then through tro ire o containing nolten eediua* It 
wao otored in three 5 litre reseivoiro until required*
B*r*H* dibenayl wa© purified by several 
recr eta llioation 3 followed by reduction to eliminate 
trace© os stilbene* reduction wu repeated until no
trace of ntilbone could be observed la te ultraviolet 
absorption spectrum*
\ charge of dlbensyl r,a© placed in the nature tor 
which wao then attached to the apparatus with ” clythene"
wax* 'he ancurator wa© iaraersed in a bath of aoetone' 
solid carbon dioxide* tape 'll* 3* 4* and 3 opened* *2 
cloned* and the whole ayoten evacuated* 3$ w<s then 
chut* aad nitrogen from one of the reservoir© introduced 
to a ouitable pressure ( T2 wan cloood* the
elec romagnetic cut~off 11 ted* and the heatern to the 
circulating PW»P> th< furnace Inlet and outlet line©*
r nd the "©cruboer’’ ©witched on* 4 he furnace itself
was connected through a time ©witch which cloeed
automatical!; in the early morning and had reached a
^9
stable teoperntfltto before the experiment beg n.
year fiance containing r iui3-air were planed
fund trap ’♦r 2, th© trap© befote and after the
circulating pump* an i the wocrubber’* while ice water 
* © placed round 1r 1* hen the circulating punp had 
reached equilibrium* the acetone/c rbon dioride bath 
surrouniin ; the saturator wac repi cad by a thormoetatic- 
ally controlled oil bath at a suitable te qx return 
(70c * 9C°C), an a step watch started* ! ©sure
readings at all three pointo were noted at xntexwalo of
a few minutes, and the furnace waa maintained at a
constant temperature by anual ad uatmoat of the **Varxae” 
.wtotransformer* When a sufficient (uantlty of pro fucto
had been collected (normally IS * $( inute© were 
required)* th© goo flow wae diverted from? the first act 
of tra a to the second* and after a eiflii-r period* to
the third. ?hen the run had r* ached ite time limit* 
the acetone cm bon dioxide bath woe replaced* All 
heaters were ©witched off* and air admitted. *fhe
roucto coul l then be coll cte from the trap© Ur* 1
and lr* 2.
5 e £aact/on io Jocto
aJ bolide
Th© aclid products reported by Mile© were
Absorption Spectrum of Solids.
*>C.
uncaned d;benxyl« and a ana l quantity of
ct Ibeno* taebo paralysing at
ntmospheric pressure, found phenanthrene to be 
preoent, while eyer and lofmann (9i>) claimed a 
considerable proportion of anthracene* It was 
intendedf therefore, to investigate the possible 
existence of any or all of those in the products
mixture*
The most promising line of investigation was 
the examination of the ultraviolet absorption 
spec truss of the mixture* All the hydrocarbons 
mentioned above have distinctive absorption spectie 
in the region 200 mp* • <*00 mjui*, and the presence 
of each in a mixture could be readily detooted*
Moot com ounds obey eer’o Law of light
absorption* which can be writtent*
I • I io’’,:od* 
o
where XQ« incident light intensity*
X a transmitted li ht intensity*
K n extinction coefficient*
c « concentration of the absorbing medium* 
d o length of the light path*
Ibis is generally used in the form
^^lO^o^^ " Ec<1 * optical enalty (€*p*)
With a mixture, optical density io usually
Figure 7 (»)
Anthracene
Phenanthrene
- ■ - ■ ■
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linearly adiitive. Thus at a particular rave- 
length,
C*' •oboervod " °,P,1 * °* *?. * 0,T,,3
«at •» ao «• «• + 0*P* fl
- «ici ♦ Ka°a ♦ ♦
• ••••♦EC 
n a
where E« «&<>•&»« • * * K are the extinction x <£ j n
coefficients of the pure coraonoate* and
c^tC^tC^e * • • c^ their concentrations* Hencet
If the values of &' are knoxa for the n components* 
and the composite 0*h*& measured for n ouitable
wavelengths* th© concentrations of the components 
can be calculated by solving the n oimultaneoun 
equations* ‘lo obtain the appropriate value a of £« 
calibrations are necessary using knovn concentration©
of the pure con/onenta.
She contento of trap Sr* 1 were dissolved in
methanol which had been distilled over activated
charcoal to remove any strongly absorbing
impurities* Beveral methods worn tried* and thio 
wo© found to give the greatest transparency*
She absorption of the fixture waa determined 
on a ’’Unices single beam quart© spectrophotometer
odel • *500* from 300 p* to *><X yu* at intervale
\ •
Log. e 6 10
Stilbane
<s
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of 1 mn* using,for the solvent compensating sell, 
a sample of methanol from the same batch as that 
used tc dissolve the products* he colic bore of 
quarts* having a light path of 1 cm* <lit width 
was maintained at C*2 am# throughout* figure 6 
shows the optical density of the mixture plotted 
against wavelength In Bill Holer on a*
figure 7 shows a plot of the extinction co- 
offlciente of all the anticipated components 
against wavelength* The anthracene and phenanthrene 
curve® were tnfcen from the literature (36 >• The 
di benny1 aad stilbene curves were constructed from 
calibrations performed on pure samples* Those 
samples were weighed accurately on a micro-balance* 
dissolved in methanol In a ICC ml* standard flash* 
and scanued on the spectrephotoneter* lx samples 
of each were prepared* and their extinction co­
efficients averaged for each wavelength*
The pro acts graph shows clearly the 
characteristic structure of dlbeax.yl in the region 
2* < e$i* - ’70 mju* *ihe absorption betteen 28o >• 
and 53 mp* ese^blea closelj the spectrum of 
stilbene* Of anthracene and phenanthrene* whxeh 
absorb vo:y strongly 252 jul. ti^re io ao trace* 
Moreover* both of these c tmpouais exhibit a scries
Table 2
X (oja) £.«'tllbeae CMbeaayl
520 1*60 x 10^ •
26a 1#>6 x 10^ 3.17 » 10*
55.
of characteristic peaX^ at wavelengths longer than 
550 &>•» whil** the mixture curve io ti\ nonareat 
beyond thio value* Xt would appear, therefore* 
that neither anthracene nor phenanthrene is a pro­
duct of the thermal decomposition of dlbensyl under 
the conditions employed in thio investigation*
Also included in igure 6 ia a synthetic 
curve constructed from the estimated concentrations
of dibenzyl and stilbene in the mixture* Xt can 
be .^een that the two curves correspond very closely 
in the higher wavelength region* but diverge 
or reel: oly for wavelengths lovet than 50 n/i* lie 
accuracy of measurement in this region was so poor 
that it waa not possible to obtiin* by subtraction* 
a satisfactory absorption curve from which to Identify 
the unknown material* but from the general position 
of the absorption band* it iw lifcel;, that this was 
due to Isomers of dimethyl diphenyl. If no* tho
concentration of theae in the mixture would be min­
ute* so dimethyl diphenyls have very high extinction 
coefficients in this region* • ilw. MfO they con be 
neglected in any coaui eration of the principal re­
actions*
jHW.v-iy...
ay making use of the linear additivity of

280
Pure Styrene
Product a
520
optical densities, it io possible to estimate
the absolute concentrations of the com onents
of the solids mixture* la the present cae, the 
absorption spectra of dihonsyl ana, stilbene, and 
their relative concentrations, were well suited tc 
thio form of analysis* Firstly, the maximum 
extinction coefficient of stilbene is greater tan 
that of dibenayl by a factor of $Ct while their 
concentrations were in the ratio of roughly 1 in
1<X • Hence the contributions of the two com*
ponento tc the observed optical density were of 
the order, ani their concentratioat could be
estimated to the sane egree of accuracy* (♦ l°/o)
oreover, an the strongest absorption band of 
stilbene occur3 in the region where dibenxyl is 
transparent, the concentration of stilbene cculd 
be measured ilroctly, an! its contribution to the 
optical density at acme wavelength where dibeany1
absorbs could be deducted*
or th< present work the . f.o at 32c i jll and 
2Co jli. were determined for the solids fre each 
run, anu the concentrations calcul ted using the
•E* values shewn in r,uble Mo* 2*
<b) -he,, UjjUda
From Graphs ca and £b , it is efovioue
Figure ft (b)
Ultra-Violet Spectra
C »**>*-)
that little 20 to be gleaned from the absorption 
data of the products fron trar 2r«2« "he mixture 
soan* apart from one small peak at *2 >. owa
the Character!otic spectrum of atyrene which 
com;, lately mas<cc the absorption due to the other 
products* via* benaene and toluene* The 
contribution of toluene In aj parent at 266:71* 
only* and Ito magnitude in oueh that accurate
estimation of its concentr*tion In the mixture
in lmrosnlble* "he presence of baaaaaa is not 
d tectable* It wen aaaaaaary* therefore* to 
develop ease other system for the analyalo of
thane com cun io*
!Wa.o .poctrorcetry
?or the analysis of thee© volatile aromtica* 
the use of mma<> spectrcac try seemed roneible, 
uaieoo the overlapping of fragment patteras proved
exceooive* lectror bo^bar ment of complicated
noltcuXeu causes not only ionisation* hut also 
dinooclatloa to nony fragments* the ions of which 
appear in the mso spectrum* and can* as la the 
cnee with toluene* cc ;or in g eater lunntity than 
the Iona o the parent* able 3 * taken from
the Mass Spectral nota published by the American 
Petroleum Je earch Institute* shows the
Table 3
ra/e Styrene lolueae Benzene
104 loo - *
91 0.01 ICO -
?8 52.2 0.1* 100
i
%contributions of otyrene toluene and benseno to 
the a/e values of 73, 91 and ICh, The only 
appreciable fragment pea*. for these values ia 
that contributed by styrene to a/a « 73» The 
fragment at m/e • 91 ia negligible, and could not 
seriously affeot the toluene contribution, the 
largest peak of which occurs at thio value*
he ‘‘aoo Spectrometer
The instrument available for thio work, a 
copy of thnt designed by #ler 07) vaa built la 
the department*
She sample la streamed at preoeuree of 1C ma* 
into the ionisation chamber,where it passes at 
ri^ht angles through a beam of electrons* The 
resulting positive ions are withdrawn from the 
chamber through a slit by a small negative 
potential applie I to o plate immediately belor *
They are then accelerated by a potential drop of 
18CC • 2000 volts* and enter the magnetic field 
where they are deflected through an angle which 
depends on their mass and char ;e* Those which 
are correctly aligned pane through a further slit 
and impinge on the collector plate* The resultant 
ion current passes down a reeistor of lC11oums and 
the potential drop acroae this le recorded on a
Figure 9
Sample Handling System
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chart* varyia either the magnetic field or
the accelerating voltage, ions of different w/e
ratio can be directed in turn on to the co Hector
plate* and a measure of their intensities obtained*
A five titre expansion reservoir tan coupled 
to the gas inlet of thu msec spectrometer through 
a ’Hetroail* bF porous plug long* Xt had been
shown th t thia iora of lea admitted a
sail a factory pressure of aa iple to the ionisation 
chamber with a prensure of 2 - 5 mm* in the 
manifold* Figure 9^ Mercury cut-off v Iren were 
use; in plans of taps to avoid lean of products 
by absorption in tap grease* Th© original cut­
offs employed etaeil glass cones fitting into ground 
sockets* but these ere found to remain in their 
soatin^e when the mercury was lowered, and could 
be dislodged only after vigorous tapping* More­
over* the apace occupied by the cone when lowered 
waa sc large that the rate of vacuatio» was 
exceedingly pear* oas©<<ueotly * other methods 
here investigated, an I tn© design illutrated in 
i'igur© 9 w«*s adapted* In place Of the conical 
floats* Jiia* rust loss steel balls seated in ground 
glass sockets were employed* ^h© seatin ;s were
__________
♦ground in the laboratory v ith a simll r stool 
bi 11 braced on to a steel rod as a grinding tool* 
using several grades of carborundum powder as 
the grinding agent* hen complete these valves 
crul sustain a pressure of one atmosphere without 
any leakage of nercury between the ball and it©
©eat*
'urlng early calibrations it was diecorered 
ltd seme device was needed for nixing the gaseous 
components in the manifold* If a mixture cf
vclitiles was condensed in the side tube I and
vaporised ©ever© times, the ratio or the peak 
heights of the principal ion© varied considerably* 
and depended on the rate of volatilisation of the 
condensate* So agitate the mixture, a mercury 
column displacing 1 litre* attached near the 
porous plug* **• raised and lowered several times*
or the admission of calibration samples, a 
mercury sealed sintered diet res used (59)*
everal micropipettes of the self filling type 
were constructed and tested, but were discarded 
as una tisfactory* She pipettes did not readily 
deliver the whole of their charge, and the 
quantity admitted cculd not be varied without 
changing the pipette* A method of weighing small
________________________________ i i i 4 i
>9.
sampleo In capsules on a micro ba lance and break* 
ing these in the manifold proved t<o clumsy for 
extensive inveeti&Mtione, though it rau employed 
to estimate the accuracy of other methods*
An 'Agin* bran 1 mlcroaoter syringe ^as 
obtained* anJ the rcliabil ty of its delivery 
through the sinter determined. It wao found to 
be capable of delivering C.OX ml* tc ♦ithin
±0.5^ in normal use* The vacuum on the sinter 
tended to withdraw slightly more than the measured 
amount* though thia seldom exceeded <*0001 ml* 
which was well within the accuracy of the mass 
epectrometer*
.saU&Emflft
(a) ?»«0<feiClt>XUta
The response of the mass spectrometer
to a/e e» 78 was studied for a series of 
t.01 ml* samples of pi re benaene* The 
results obtained varied by as much as MM 
over eight rune* though Inter samples showed 
more consistency than the first* The day 
to day variations were even more widely 
divergent* A few runs were performed using 
weighed capsules and these also showed con­
siderable variation• Indiestin that the
60.
fault did not lie in tho delivery of the 
sample by the .syringe. A 5 litre resex voir 
of pure nitrogen, and a McLeod gauge were 
added to the system and several 2 ran. samples 
of nitrogen admitted to test the reproduc­
ibility of the 28 peak. Idle was found to 
vary slightly If nitrogen aiono was used, 
though,when alternated with samples of 
benwene, wide deviations appeared. Com­
parison of the 28 and 73 values showed, how­
ever, that although the absolute values of 
the Ion currents varied considerably, the 
ratio cf 7 to 23 regained fairly constant, 
thus if a 0.C1 ml. na^plo of bensene was 
admitted, its ?3 value noted, the vanour 
condensed in the side arm, and the 26 value 
of 2 aw. of nitrogen found immediately after, 
the 7*’ / 23 ratio did not vary by more than 
onu or tvo pei cent. thia technique was 
followed in all subsequent investigation®, 
tho value® cf the hydrocarbon peaks were 
referret to a sensitivity, the unit of which 
was defined as 1C vol o 28 peak per mm. 
nitrogen in the manifold. ^rther consistency 
was achieved by condensing the sample in the
____________ ___ > i i* < . i i
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old* tube on admianion, before ext ending into 
the reservoir, ao acme of the I; |uid tended
to remain in the ©inter,
(b) Linearity
The linearity ol th© instruments reepoaae 
to ;ltreg£n pressure bad already been
denenetrntc <i by J,0, HcCrae,
?igur< 1G indicates the result© 
obteia - J ‘o* ucn^one, toluene, and otyrone 
over the ran ,e ,009ml, to CwOhJkal,, the 
recorded voltage being referred tc unit 
sensitivity, True linearity 1© not exhibit­
ed, though the deviation io not a reclable 
at low pressures,
(c) ;lx l ures
The accuracy of analysis of a mixture 
of these compounds using the pure hydro* 
carbon calibrations was cheeked by admitting 
a sample whose compooltioa was known accurate 
ly, The result© obtained were very much 
lower than was expected for styrene and 
toluene, ©lightly higher for bcnnene,
'ith the instrument recording the 10b 
peak, styrene was injected into the manifold, 
and the peak heljht acted. An equal
62,
quantity of toluene was added and thoroughly 
mixed tsith the styrene. A drop of 20% in tho 
1C4 contribut on resulted, Pensene wao theni
added, resulting in « further decrease.
Thio wa<; repeated, rec<rding 91 and ?8 peaks 
respectively• aoh doapsoeot was found to
have a.i influence on the various peaks of 
tho others, canning doproanion of the 10h 
and 91 peaks, and a slight increase in the 78 
peak whioh could not be Accounted for by the
fr cticn contributions of tho ©th**r two#
TtU|t this effect *ao not confined to 
aromatic hydrocarbons wee demon/ trated using 
nitrogen and n*hexane, each of i hich affeotod 
other eonronento, though not so stron lye
An attempt tee made to calibrate thia
interference co that its effect could be
alloefcd for in the analysis of unknown 
mixtures, but the required calculation v,a© eo 
conpley, and the interference so variable,
that this scheme had t< be abandoned,
(d) Emission Verinfries
urin tho above aork, drifts in the 
conditions in the ionisation chamber began to 
be observed, indicated by a clot lncrenns in
63.
the filament supply current* ani a con- 
side ruble drop in emission to the electron 
trap# The inutrumeat incorporated an 
electronic re .ul^tor which automatically
naintelnel a constant flov of electronn from 
the filament to its aorreundin/’ be* by 
adjustment of the filament current* That 
part of the emission which pa sed through 
the ceUxantin ^1-it 4nto the chamber* and was 
renponoible for ionic lion* wan collected in 
a small Faraday cup and la termed belor the 
trap current. The normal operating value of 
this current wae 16 juA.* and manual adjuataent 
tc tuie value on etrtin,^ eacn day had till
hen been sufficient.
She effects «:<ich were manifested after
ttevera week©’ tvrk on arors tica weres-
t. <he . dnisoion of hydroc rbonc caused a
decrease in the number of electrons reach­
ing the trap. 0*03 ol» of toluene lowered 
the current Iron 1 ju • to 8ju .
2* ue to the ©mission at^billset* the 
emls ,„oo to the be; remained constant* 
though the filament ©up ly current rose
to iaintain it at the correct value*
. i * -.
6m t
removal ef Ute hydroourbona* conditions
r turn to noi tael*
The drop ^n trap current produced a 
corresponding drop in the recorded peah 
heighta*
7 he aa aitu;« of the effect increased with
the pleasure of the sa ole*
. tyreae had a very such greater effect
tnsn toluene or bensene*
After flaahia . too frlauent in the
presence of a o» pl< the trap current 
returned tc normal for a few seconds, 
then slowly trapped again*
llxpa tic liytrocarboa3 hat a reduced effect,
inoiganio ga^es h none*
Aliotin, the apectromet^r to run for
several hours xn continued contact with
styrene produced the following result*
Ihe trap current dropped olo«ly until«
after about 5C ftinutee, it reached a 
mn ..Tiu.ii of 2p.A* It re ained constant nt
t is value for a further 20 * 3C minutes
after w< .toe. r -•• ual;, to 12> •
On evacuating the sample manifold, the
reverse was ct erred, though the marlmua
value r u much tec than U>l&*
One possible explanation of theca
phenomena souid be the adsorption of
hydrocarbon on tho slit edge# of the
lonxo troa chamber« causing the potentials
between tho electrode* to chan*e* Another
possibility is the formation of a corbide 
layer on the filament surface* a the 
temperature of the filament Is not uniform 
throughout its length, heat being conducted 
away from tho ends by the thick leads,
carbide formation would be a maximum at the
centre of the tungsten strip# If a carbide 
co * ted surface has a reduced emissivity for
electrons this wouls account for the fall in
trap current* Rroloaged exposure would 
result in the extension of tho carbide layer 
tc the cooler portress of the filament, lower­
ing the emissive ower of the thole strip*
(n evacuating the manifold, the carbide 
would be gradually renowad by traces of water
vaoui resent in the tube*
hat thio effect :©ea in feet occur was
shown by streaming oxygen through the
lonls tioo chamber after the filament had
________________ . i i • ... . -
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been subjected to hydrocarbon treatment for 
aeveral h<ura. The rate of change of trap 
current was gretly increased, an' eventually 
r<. .urao to the uigiml v-E: of 1 juA.
Fepluccment of the filament, and clean* 
lag of the chant r aeoeably returned the
instrument tc a state of cone!stent emission
conditions for 2 - > weeks. after which 
hydrocai bona depressed the trap current once 
acre. t 1® possible. therefore, that both 
effect® existed. though only the carbide
formation could be countered rlthout the
lengthy tank of recovin$ and cleaning the 
spectioaeter head.
y contiderTtly reducing the cample 
pressures. (not more than < .02 ml.) of 
mixture). trap viiatoon were kept at a 
minimum, rad the alight v riat one during 
an analyolo were compensated by manual 
adjust ent of the emission controls. ro* 
vidod the trap current wan maintained at a 
constant valu< , iq*j reproducibility obtain­
able was of th ? or cr of If.
Microhm et tea
As has alrcad bee > stated, the interferences
<c 
A
. e t
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between componenta made It lapoooxole to eetiaate 
composition by direct calxbr tioo. ith co 
many r»iableo present* accurate an^ lysis could 
only be c.ieved by ccnp rison witn Known mixtures 
Jt ms decided* therefore* to estimate tho 
cottoe.it*on of tho products sssple roughly by 
inspection of Its maos spectrum, cyntheeiee a 
mixture of this composition* and compare the peak 
heights obtained for both samples. By thio means 
the composition of the calibration mixture could 
be adjusted tc within 1>'S of the unknown* coa- 
pariaon of these -iving accuracy to within 2%.
Tc synthesise a calibration mixture* a more 
sensitive form of burette than the 'Agla* syringe 
was required* since it waa accessary to min tain 
low prenourea in the sample handling system. A 
design by OilttoBt 08) wau modified to meet those 
require tents • Figure 11. A unxforn piston of 
1/lSth. in. steel* Actuated by a micrometer screw* 
displace ! mercury in a J r>2 in. bore tyres 
capillary and tris in turn the lxquxd.
4 norios of soft rubber gaskets and close fitting 
steel washer* prevented any leakage of air into 
the piston chamber when the jet of the burette
touched the evaeubted sinter. (ne am. travel of
.
Figure 12 
Sample Holders.
n
(a) (b>
o
(o'*
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the nicromcter screw delivered 2*01 x 1< ml. to
an accuracy of 14* Zvo ©uch buret tec were con* 
structed for styrene and toluene* and a third with 
a l/32nd* in* piston* delivering 6*15 • 10*Aal./ 
mu, for ben&ene* ^alxbratxoa was accomplished 
by weighing on a microbalance the mercury dis­
placed by the piston* Checks of roproductbil ty 
on the mass spec. redactor indicate*1 tfc^u the first 
I? mu travel of the piston of a newly filled 
burette gave xnaccurate delivery* possibly due to 
some backlash at the ga-daeta* his portion was 
therefore rejected and the reminln; 20 ram* used
for calibration*
Sues oyster vau required for the trans* 
pojtatxon of the small quantities of liquid 
products of a xun fr<& the flow apparatus to tho 
mass spectrometer without evaporation losses or 
contamination by air* water vapour* or carbon
dioxide*
A holder of tho type shown in figure 12a 
was tried* using a fluorocarbon lubricant on the 
solid fcsp t<«p* ibis tap-grease was not success*
ful* as it harden#i qulexly* •freerinc* the tap* 
fluid retained considerable quantities of the
C9*
products*
's aaaj devices e.aployxn mercuty sealed 
wintered dises are cite! in the liter turc,
(>9)» fox the delivery of gaseeuo and liquid 
calibration oampleo9 it ? t> decided to 
investigate tneir possibilities for total trano- 
fet tfcs pic ucta. For the winter,small plugs 
of fine rad* car bo run duns were firnt tried, but 
thece faile 1 tc seal into the pyres holders* 
f’etroeil 4P di oca ClA" dies* 1/16" thick) were 
obtained, and a ercall teat system (Figure l<?b) 
constructed* The region above the upper rtioc 
was attached to the vacuum line, and the disco 
pressed together* After X ninutes pumping' 
several millimetres of ait regained in thj sale 
holder* The method was, therefore, of little 
use for quantitative delivery*
Ampoules which could be coaled on the flow 
ap ratus and broken in vac* in the sa-pie hand- 
ling system were ccn&id red, but as in the 
calibr tion work, proved ; other cluney*
At this time, the techni ?un of grinding 
spherical occketu to give mercury tight seals 
with toel bolls h d Juat been perfected, oc a 
sample holder havin thJLs type of cut-off valve
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was tricd• Xt proved successful* and* beinr
ninpV to aaoenble and operate* woa ndrpted* 
r ho final design* develop©! after trials of the 
original* io illustrated in Figure 13c. ’Ihree 
ouc > container© were mde* rnd attached to aide
arms in trapo f;r* 2*
i perat* on
Cn con letiag a run* the tape and -4 were 
closed* 5 raps *r*2 and tue sample holdero wore 
evacuated through ?!>•* with 11 quid-air round fr. • 
to retain the velatiles. hen a good vacuus had
been oc loved* 15 wan cloeed and the products 
traaoforred to the cample holder* She oteol 
ball wan then dropoei Into ite ooo^et with a 
magnet* and the h»ahamd el o tube turns i through 
lSoe* spilling mercury over the ball* Air could 
then be admitted to the apparatus* and the sample
holder removed ani otored until the mas©
spectrometer wao available for analyses* Xt wao 
then attached to the handling ayoten at the 
sample Inlet and evacuated,with i. lui '^air on the 
container (Figaro 9 • ^ap 17 was cloned* the out 
off Lowered* the ball lifted into its poofeet* with 
a magnet* an i the ©a rle transferred te the side 
ari of the rani fold* /ftcr raisin the cut-off*
Table 4
a/e 2 ua .0.5 Styrene Toluene HcA«ane
104 1.78 100.0 - -
105 C.24 45.1 • -
102 c.cM 8.70 - -
95 ' • 19 - >.9C -
92 2.01 - b4.> e»
91 5.45 5.0? 100.0 -
90 0.19 0.28 4.86 -
89 0.19 2.25 4.53 -
79 0.47 3.46 0.14 8.90
78 1.47 46.9 1.51 1C0.C
77 0.47 24.0 1.57 26.7
76 €.07 5*59 0.41 7.56
the ©enple. tat. expanded Into the ©yotem an i
ocanned•
Providin?;' care ua© tak<?n t© on ure th t the
ball and Ito ©eat »ero free from grit, the ©anple 
could be otored in thio way for weeks if necessary 
without loon* The minimum quantity of tap greaoe 
require i to prevent leakage ra© used on all tape 
and joint© in the path of th© product© to prevent 
loo© by absorption*
The predueta of Fun ft© *5 were scanned over 
the mas© range 110 * ?©• Table 4 Hats the peak© 
of appreciable magnitude obtained, with background
deducted* All of theoe could be accounted for
by toluene, oensiene and ©tyrene, the lajor con* 
tri but iono of which are also Hated, referred, in 
each case, to a value of ICO for the largest peak* 
The effect© of interference on pea heights made 
it to sum the contributions exactly,
but the fragment© were all in ^ood agreement with
the parent peak©*
The absence of a peak at mas© V6 confirmed 
the conclusion of *K* Milea that no ethylbenzene 
was formed during the reaction* Investigation 
of the masoe© 44 and >0, the laneot peako of
_________  . x I' 1 i . .
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propane and ethane indicated the complete absence 
of these. A scan of <*4 • 70 also displayed 
nothing which could not bo accounted for* The 
conclusion was* therefore, that the trap Tr*2* 
contained toluene, benzene and otyreae only*
Quantitative Analysis
loutine analysis took the followln fora*
A suitable trap current woo solooted, depending 
on the state and ago of the filament* A series 
of measured samples of toluene wao xajected* 
followed in each case by a nitrogen sample* until 
the Instrument gave conoiotent reoults* The 
manifold was then evacuated* the background for 
the naa&ea lot* 91 and 73 noted* and the pro ucto 
adlitted* lhese were thoroughly mixed and the
pea* heights for the abovo masses noted*
Immediately aftorwardo* the products wore condensed 
into the side tube* the 26 background recorded* a 
2 ma. sample of nitrogen admitted, and its peak
eight recorded* ’I he latter ope rat 10a a wore
per formed as noon after noting the by ire carbon 
peaks as was possible* 'iho manifol 1 could then 
bo pumped out xa preparation for the next sample*
After three sample » from the run had boon
scanned* their com. ositxone wore o tiiNUed and a
?3.
calibration sample prepared and scanned* The 
overall tine for thio rerfc was generally between 
5J4 • 4 hours* eacn sample an* calibration taking 
30 lnutes, the rest of the tine beln devoted to
ccndltioula; the filament and Ionisation chamber
•1th toluene na plea*
(c) 7he Gaaea
Although no Increase In carrier gas pressures 
ecuid oe detected during an experiment, it tee 
decided to analyse the gaseous mterlaln at the 
end of one of the runs* for thio a 4copier pump 
and a small reservoir were constructed and attach­
ed between tap 71 ant the cxrcul tin : pump*
7he gases were collected and the reservoir attach­
ed to the naor spectrometer*
A mass spectrometer scan Indicated the
presence of a trace of hydrogen* no methane* and 
no thane* The hydrogen concentration was so 
small as to be unlmrortant In th< reaction aequenoe* 
t ou; h Its production did In fact teuie lace*
Ccnelusions ' warding analytical >iet >odc
The mixture of aolld^ consisted cf un-
re cted dibonsyl, stilbene* na. a small quantity 
of unidentified material* possibly dimethy1- 
diphenyls* The tee rain con onesto could be
74*.
quickly and ac urate I determined by ultra­
violet spectre.: otonstry to »UUa ♦ 1,^*
The liquid products were styrene* toluene* 
and benseno* the aooay of which by mas© epectro* 
Mtry could* under ouitable conditions* achieve 
on accuracy of ♦ 1:' for styrene and toluene*
♦ 2-3 for benrene* Me other coaijooento could
b- detected.
'the giMoas realduea revealed a small 
proportion of hydrogen which wao only just 
detectable by mm opeotrooetry• '*
fwziafis Wl. .laaaUa
Funs Ncbl-2t were used for qualitative 
investigations and development of techniques*
Ao the degree of accuracy of analysis woa not 
sufficient for quantitative studies* their results
were not recorded*
The first objective wao the corroboration of 
the fIndia js of S»R* tiles* and for this the 
effect of temperature variation on the rate of 
formation of prodncto was investigated* - Pune We* 
5O-4?. Following Miles* it wao aooumed 
(a) that the slowest step in the reaction sequence
was the rupture of the central carbon - 
carbon bond to give bensyl radicalei

(b) that all the00 radicals formed toluene, and 
took no part in side or bach 1 ructionsj
(c) the t the decomposition followed a Mr, t 
order law*
On the ©a aaouaptiona a plot of the log* of the
first order rate constant against reciprocal
.0 .
temperature C K) was drawn - ’iguro 1J>. Thio 
gave a straight line plot which could be roprecent 
ed by kCaec*1) » XO^'^oap.CMl.k.cel. IT). To 
confirm assumption (c), the partial pressure© of 
dibenzyl and carrier ae were varied • -unc ’ro.5O~ 
?4 » an* their log.k / 1/T coordin^ tee plotted on 
the rane graph. 'Ihey showed considerable scatter
about the line, although there an roared to be no 
©yotenatic deviation with pressure.
It would have been none satisfactory to have 
plotted the velocity con tant against the partial 
pressure of dibenzyl and carrier gas ©eprately, 
but the method of pick«up by saturator made it 
impossible to vary one condition without altering 
others. For instance, if the partial pressure of 
carrier gae was changed appreciably, the rate of 
pick-up of ilbcnsyl changed aloo, a© did the rate
of flow.
Comparison witn .;,K, lies
?€.
•*1 Q 5he dependence M(eec ) » Kz^eatp* (48 
cal*/rS). found by <1<m wb in excellent agreement
with the nre;ent wortc* It appeared* therefore*
9
that a temperature independent factor of 1C tae 
Justified if the assumptions mentioned above ter® 
correct* '^heae seemed to be upheld by th« runs 
in which partial psempires were varied* as the 
scatter there an eared to e due to experimental
orror rather than deviation fro^ first or er
behaviour*
Ihe nature of the products obtained agreed 
in the* mala with the prev owe work* the presence 
of a small quantity of material absorbing in the 
far U/V, and a trace of hydrogen being the only 
dlfferenosa*
quantitatively, however* the corres oadence 
was not so good* "clueno was un ioubtedly in
greatest concentration* but whereas *Ules found 
benrene and styreno to bo equal* in the present 
ease the ratio sty rone/benseno varied from 2*6 at 
7l6°C to 1*7 at 5$i>aC* imil rly toluene/styrene 
and toluene/stilbene ratios were not con. tent - 
ase table 7 • ore thorou exaala ties of
thl is to be foun in the iecusrlon action*
??•
ho luorenc >peri~cnts
Th< cxot>o correorondence existing between the 
observed activation energy obtained above and the value
or the bond energy obtained by calculation from heata .
of formation data seemed to confirm the validity of
the assumptions* yet the anomalous temperature
Independent factor Indicated that the ob erved reaction
rate wae slower than would be expected for a flrot order 
h
mechanism by a factor of 1C • Hence* either the bond 
energy paralleliam was purely coincidental* and the 
reaction echanlorn other than that postulated* or there 
was* for some reason* a very large •eteric factor9
involved*
It was decided flrot to Investigate the reaction
mechanism* feasible alternatives were:
1* A strong baoh reaction*
2Ph.CHa*—> i h.CH2*CH2* h.
2* A reaction mechanism In which free radicals were 
not involved* or In which they formed only a part 
of the sequence*
3* rihe rate determining step was not the initial split 
to bensyl radicals, but oom other reaotion in the 
chain* .Suggestion o*l would be an example of 
thia*
In an attempt to illustrate the free radical nature
?8*
of the reaction* lies had investigated the do corn- 
pool t ion of benzyl Iodide and w-azo toluene alone* and 
benzyl iodide In the presence of dibenzyl* ?orKing 
between 6CC—?< f u* temperature at which total decom­
position of the e con eundo occurs* tne liquid products 
from the pyrolysis of benzyl iodide and w-azo toluene 
closely resembled those from) dibenzyi* the toluene form 
od accounting for about 26M of the benzyl radicals pro­
duced* In the preenoe of dibenzyl* the toluene 
concentration from benzyl Iodide Increased several fold 
and approached the concentration of benzyl radicals 
admitted* ap arently Indicating that benzyl radicals 
attac dlbenzyl tc form toluene* It would hr« been 
more Informative* howevoj * If the wor;s had been done 
at lowex temperatures where decomposition of the 
41benzyl d d not occur* Moreover* It has recently 
been shown G>5) that at the hih temperatures used* 
Iodine atoms axe capable of attaching hydrocarbons*
Xt would have been tore satisfactory if some 
com ound had been added whion wan capable of combining 
vlth the radicals before they had time to yen-t with 
the parent compound* The benzyl radical la* however* 
relatively stable* and has been shown to be unaffected 
by the presence of nitric oxide and <xy on (6< )• 
Consequently the normal radical acceptors are useless*
I eccnt work on fluorene by McCrae C>2) had 
©u ;neot©d that thio co© cund night be suitable ac a
radical catcher* Hie sor^c ha© © own that:
1* .a© activt-on energy of the nethlyonic C-H bond
1© 6 •>•cal*/mole• ?hl© 1© 9 k.cal* loo© tiuui
the methylenlc bond In toluene, and hence fluoreno 
would be v<ry effective a© a hydro en oner for
free radicals*
2. The radical formed when a hy romen aton In lot,
1© removed by dlfterlsatlon, and takes no part in
aide reactions* Thu© it would not interfere la
any other reaction takln place concurrently•
• Measurable decoar coition doe© net occur at
temperature© hi^h enough to produce a 14 decom­
position of dibancyl, and an no interference 1© 
likely*
f ne wo id ex|act the aotbylenic OR bond In 
dlbeneyl to be appreci bly stronger than that of fluorene, 
and hence,the mechanise postulated by Rile© le 
correct, the presence of fluorene xn the reaction
chamber ehould reduce the foraatica of the radical 
Ph.cn. ’H^* h* an i cennequ ntly the nooendnry product© 
stilbene, styrene, and beaeeae* Tf no back eactxoa
exists, the toluene formed would be Indepen tent of the
concentration of fluorene* If, however, a bacc reaction
8< •
is ap rocx bin the p*< uction ©2 toluene r«uid Increase 
with Increased partial pressure of fluorene* the degree 
of increaoe failing off. to rero as "saturation" 
condltlona are approached* hould the reaction 
proceed by vests mechanism not Involving free radicals * 
the addition of fluorene *otald have no influence on the 
products*
ethod
A system was required whereby a fixed concentration 
of dibensyl and a variable concentration of fluorene 
could be admitted into the gas stream together* She 
coupling of two saturator units in parallel was undeair* 
able swing to the difficulty of maintaining o constant 
supply of one while varying the other* Moreover* the 
nigh extinction coefficient of fluorene (1.55 x 10 nt 
263uy».) and© it imooalble to determine the concentration 
of libensyl in admixture* It was desirable* therefore* 
to have some system of injection into the gas stream 
which could be predetermined* and vould remain constant 
despite alterations in total pressure*
toJectt— Oaif
The essentials of such u system were:
(a) a reservoir which could be heated tc a temperature
sufficient to produce a high vapour pressure of
Figure 14
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reactant; and
(b) a jet through which the vapour could be streamed 
into the circulating stream*
rovlded that the preanure on the reseivolr side of the
jet was kept above 20sm** a change of Ian* on the low
pressure cldo would not have an appreciable eff ct on
the rate of flou through the orifice* 
o oAo temperatures of ICC C - 1> C were required to 
prevent condensation on the walla* gla«3* tape could not 
be used as cut-offe. pair of all-metal valvee were 
therefore constructed* employing ^tainleae-steel bellows 
which allowed a 1 compression. ’stalls of these 
are shown In Figure V** the valvee themselves consist­
ed of 5/8” rustless steel balls seated In shaped copper 
blocks* one of which carried a 0*C©0?" diameter jet* 
the other hivin a wide aperture for evacuation of the
reservoir* These were mounted on either aide of a
VdT diameter alld steel dice which also carried the 
reservoir* Fide arms In t e Injection valve directed 
the nitrogen stream over the jet, than ensuring no 
dead apace In which the reactant vapour could collect*
The reservoir itwslf was a pyrow tube coupled to the 
system by a graded actal-tc-lass seal* and was aalatain- 
e i ct a constant to peroture by surroundxa*, It with a 
specially designed both - Figure 1> - in which a purs
.J 1 i
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11 suid wns refluxed gently* o slight variation® la 
tho temperature of thin both could cauoe serious 
alterations In the rato of Injection* erefully 
r rifled liquids were uned* and tho heat supplied by a 
spiral of resistance wire i nolle the vessel to prevent 
superheating* -y ohan^ieg the bath fluid, a ren^e of 
partial pressures could bo obtained from O*G8«a* up­
wards*
Calibration
he unit was inserted between the existing 
saturator end the furnace by ©ton ’ard tapered joints 
sealed with "Polythene** wax. blanJK rune, were perform* 
ed using dibenityl olcne at a furnace temperature of 
500°C* The valve was opened for periods of 1^ minutes* 
and the di benzyl collected and analysed by U/V 
sroctronhotomwtry•
The reoulto from six runs proved tc be very 
inconsistent* Investigation showed th«t dlb<ntyl 
could bo collected from the gas stream 10 * 1> minutes 
after shutting down* Tho< this was not due to faulty 
so ting of the valve was proved by ooolln the resetvoir 
in liquid-air lomedlately after oloeinr the valve*
Ho cool spots,on which dibvnayl coul con snee,were to 
be found on the furnace inlet and outlet lines* The
trouble w/tto eventually traced to the ”*Olytfcene" joints
Bj
by which the aetal injection unit and the silica 
furnace were ooupled to the pyrex flee syotem. rheoe 
were maintained a few degrees below the salting point 
of the wax* and.under ouch conditions* polythene 
proved capable of absorbing sore t an half of the 
dibensyl injected* releasing it gradually as the supply 
was cut off* he Joints were replaced by metal pyrex 
and sllica/pyrex graded seals* the calibrations repeat­
ed* an reproducibility found to bo consistent to 2 - J%* 
an accurany which wan ample for the intended work*
For the first few mixed runs* the existing 
saturator was used for the fluorene piCK-up* but after 
the injection system had proved its worth* a second unit 
wan built and installed in its place*
C—aad A—1>«1«
whoa the earlier gas flow had reached equilibrium* 
the fluorene valve was opened and Allowed to stream alone 
for JC seconds* ldbenzyl was then admitted for a
measured time* and the valve shut down* After a
further JO seconds* the fluorene unit was also dosed*
The products were collected as bofore* fluorene 
condensing with dibcnsyl and stilbene in trap Tr*l*
ifluorenyl* being relatively involx tile* condensed in 
t o furnace cutlet and was removed later by heating with 
a gan flame*
X'l 0 iooX&o hoA-STo
X ( TY>. v.)
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An Figure it aho*o« fluorene oeo not absorb 
Ught of wavelength greater than SlCnp. t was 
rosnlble therefore tc determine to concentration of 
stilbene in admixture since stilbene aboorbe siren ly 
at $<? &>» he contribution of thio and the pre* 
determined concentr txon of dlbenryl ootid then be 
de uctod from the absorption at shorter wavelengths* 
and the proportion o£ fluorene deter in©v to rithin 2 *•• .
Resulto
(a) ;uai. ta tiV
he high extinction coefficient of fluorene 
made it impossible tc detect the presence in the 
no lid. * of any resultant other th<«o stilbene*
'* mana spectrum cf the u aids proved that
those t j *<? identical vlth th© pro iucts obtained 
from 1 ben&y1 aIon e*
<b>
Oo*ju risen of the pro suet obtained from 
1 henry 1 with tho re from a mixture with fluorene
showed that the pre tease of the latter greatly 
increased the yi©id of toluene* h concentratione 
of otilbene* styrene and ben&ene remained fairly 
constant* though the accuracy of analysis of the 
latter wan considerably impaired by the presenoo 
of such a large excess of toluene*
A plot of the calculated first order rate
10
 <s
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conntaut for toluene production against the 
partial pressure of fluorene added at con tant 
partial pressures of dibenzyl and nitrogen, and 
constant teoperaturo is ahev.n in Figure 17 for a 
variation in fluorene reesure up to 10 tiaoa the 
concentration of dibenzyl* Although there io 
considerable aoattor* the plot rises steeply* and 
shows no indication of falling off at high 
pressures* *hu© the rate of reduction of toluone 
would app nr to be directly proportional to the
concentration of fluorene*
As the reaction temperature was too lot for 
appreciable decomposition of fluorene* the increao* 
ed toluene production con only be accounted for 
by assuming a hioh concentration of benzyl radicals 
removing mo try Ionic hydrogen atoms* Ihe presence 
of dilluorenyi and the absence of ry.rogen confirm 
thia* It appears certain* therefoie* that one 
stage in the decomposition is the iomation of 
benzyl radicals by splitting of the central C-G 
bead* and,as the quantity of toluene produced does 
not influence the other products* it la not likely 
that thia la a secondary stop* Further^- re* the 
20 fold increase in toluene production indicates 
that the rate of formation of benayl radicals io
86
very much greater than was suspected and hence a 
vigorous back reaction nu t oo ur* ilea* basic 
aoaumrticn th t the formation of bengyl radicals 
io th pate deter*! nin tap io act,therefore >
acceptable*
The straight line dependence of toluene 
production on fluorene concentration indicates a
constancy of benayl radical concentration even when
104 of the injected dibenay1 io loot as products*
Assuming firot order conditions for the decomposition
to henry 1 radicals, and a temperature independent 
15factor of 10 , the rate of formation of radicals
would he greater than the rate of formation of 
4,toluene hy a factor of roughly 10 * Hence, either 
there la coaplete decomposition of dibenayl in the 
furnace, dlaerlsation and aecondary reactions 
occurring only in tho cooler outlet, or a eery fast 
back reaction exictc in the furnace, so that an 
equilibrium state results, maintaining a snail hut 
constant concentration of benayl rodicals* The 
latter cane could he represented hy the equation!•
aucn_.CH,.ti» 2rh.nH,.
Unler ouch circumatancoo, the rate of formation 
of toluene cannot have firot order dependence, and 
any values calculated on this assumption must he
87.
valueloaa. The fluorene experirenta denonctratol
that c e »nta at leaot tor toluene formation In
the abstraction, by benayl radicals, of aethylentc 
hydrogen« ae postulated Uloo* From the high 
concentrations of toluene obtained In the ^eeenoe 
of fluorene* and the similarity of the n®thyIonic 
Oil bonds In fluorene and dlbenzyl* it io likely 
that the bulk of the toluene la produced In thia 
way* Shoe the dependence of toluene formation on
radical concentration can be eetlaated from:*
k
(b.CHg. ♦ ito.ciig.cir,. h -i to.CH^ ♦
Ib.Cil.CK^.rh
(Ri.CH..) e ka(n».CH2.)<Ph.CH( ,CH2.Ph)
If equilibrium conditions ezlet* then the 
concontrntxon of benay1 r dicelo in the furnace 
zone can be calculated as a function of diboneyl
K ■ <Ph*CHa*)2
<R>«cn_.cR2>n>)
•*.(Ph«CR2») o K®*5<’T».OT2.CH2«rh)< •-*
(If the direociatlon In small)
; ubatltutln^ in the equation for the rate of
formation of toluene
•’‘•C|>2»CH2. h)1*5
• *, -(MhonByi)1*5
*•?
/U8, if the aesumptlon of an equilibrium
i 1
ee.
otate is correct, the rate of fox action of 
toluene should di©ploy a !•> order dependence on 
the concentration of dlbeneyl, i*e* a plot of 
partial pressure of dibensyl againet r»te oontant 
calculated from a 1*5 order equation should give e 
Horizontal straight line*
*o test this hypothesis* further work was 
carried out on d i be nay 1 alone using constant 
temperature conditions*
? o*invo.>ti,^tion cf i 1 henry 1 Aion»
Vith an injection unit replacing the s turn tor,
it waa now possible to investigate more accurately the 
effect of varying partial prea^ure* As,boweror,it was
obvious th.it first order condition© did net prevail, it 
was necesr ry to eliminate a© many of the v risbles as 
possible* Partial pressure of nitrogen,aad consequent* 
Ip contact tlse,coul i only be roughly adjusted with 
previous srrangosonto* A nsnoutat * Figure 1ft * was 
therefore constructed and installed between the nitrsgea 
re ervoirtf ani the circulating ayatea. A fixed quantity 
of ercury in the unit caused it to cut off at 120ms, 
sad the volume of gas trapped at tils pressure was 
adjusted by selecting the size of the flac attached 
to the side arm to the nitro en sup 1. fine adjust*
meat could be accomplxabed by partially fiilinthe
lo
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ilnon with morcuxy* As a furthe i refinement* the
flask was immersed io a butn ox ice w&tor to reduce
the effect ox variations in room temperature*
^ce~u£e
The apporatuo wan evacuated and the tap to the 
circulating system closed* Nltxogen wag thoa admitted 
to the manoatat fro i the reservoir* deproocin, the 
met cury on the expansion si ^e of the D-tub • Excess 
nitrogen was pumped out through the sinter until a 
pre&ouro of l<:.Qnm* was attained* at ehieh point the 
rising morcury cut off the pumping line* The tap to 
the circulating nystom vao then opened* and the gas 
expanded into the apparatus* A lOOnl* flask togetlier
with the volume of the .mno&tat was sufficient to
supply a static pressure of ^ms* to the system*
rmVi
The rate of formation of toluene was investigated 
over the dibenxyl pressure range 0*08 » 1*0 mm* under 
eonditioas of constant temperature and nitrogen pressure*
lota of uad calculated on toluene production*
against partial pressure of dlbeauyl* are illustrated 
in Figures 19 and 20 respectively *
'lhe first or or plot gave a sharply rising curve* 
the rate constant increasing by over the investigat­
ed pressure range* ho 1*5 order graph did not give a
? jp
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oonctaxit value for k, . * but the varlat on with 
Pleasure mu vary 'iuoh less - roughly 5C <♦ An over­
all reaction order of 1*5 appeared therefore to be a 
closer apiroximation to the true state than the 
first order scheme employed previously*
PeturalOo to the results of <uua >0 - hl* rate 
constants were calculated on a 1*5 order basic* and 
plotted && before - ii,ure 21 - giving a value of 
h?*6 fc*cal*/&ole for the overall activation energy of 
the reaction*
As the partial pressure of diocnayl appreciably 
Influenced the values of the ralo constant at one
temperature* a series of experiments was performed to 
determine hen this varied with temperature* A lower 
paitlal pressure of dibeaayl was maintained* and the 
tenpemtui© ruled ov £ the av,-. »;♦ s* '.-he inv -ree
te-per turo plot of these results showed considerable 
divergence fre i the earlier work* and g/ve an activation 
energy of 58*2 k*csl*/mcle*
f;'ro» evidence ut forward la the ditfcus&wn section
of thia thesis* it can be seen that a more useful v^lue
for the activation energy of the reaction would have 
been obtained had a hx^h i u t tial pressure been used* 
a& the reaction approximated moie clonely to true 1.5
order av C*5 • • or greater* Infortun tely tai id
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> - CO’"/- a » arent until ^ore d^ta hoc been collected* 
and by then there wan In tiff id ©nt tloe left to carry
out such esnerinenta*
further tudica
After the worfc on pyrelyoie diacuoaed above,teo 
possible lines of iaveatlgstion wore epea*
(1) The direct determlaetlon of the activtion energy
for the Initial step
th*CH2*CB^* h— m.Clu.
which w uld ive a value for P( tuCh^CH^* h)
(?) The investigation of the react on
rh.cH,. • •’b.CH,.cn2.Ph —' ruch, ♦
Rj.CH.CH-. n
In the ho e that this i ould tnrov aoese Mpjht co / 
the reaction ^echanisa* and $ive a value for the
activation energy Ea*
t'aae (V was the first to be examined* as a direct
determination wae ore desirable anl did not involve
the independent production of free radicals* If equal 
Qtaaatltlee of dibenayl and asa*«b:b*t tetradeuterodlbonay 1 
are pyrclyaed to^ettu-r by th* flot tecfrnl juet then* if 
a fast bncu reaction eseiata* one of tho resultants
ahoyId be «:«• dldeuterodlbeaayl*
i •©• h*C!L,.Ci2* h —> arb.CflL,
92.
h*CP2*cr2 • h —> 2n>. cn2. 1
h.ch2* ♦ Ph.CIL,* —> "to.CHg.CH-.i'h (1)
Ph.GP?. ♦ Ph.CfL,* —•> (2)
nh.CP?. ♦ Ri.cd2. —» ^h* ®2*^*^2* <»
It in obvxour. thait products (1)* (2), and (>)
should be for d io e.<ual amount® under these conditions* 
Thus* by detorminin the concentration of this substance 
in the mixture of products an i starting material* the 
percentage initial decomposition could be measured*
or an accurate determination of the rato con tant* 
this method requires a maos spectrometer of high 
resolution* (1 in 2CC at least) and an inlet system 
which can be heated to « temperature of one hundred
degrees or more to orevent conden nt ion of dil ensyl 
vapour* Ao the rco< lutloof th • existing maos 
epectromoter was at tent 1 in loC* < n t as the high
rootlulion instrument under construction had not been 
co iplcted at thia stage of the woric* it wadecided to 
postpone investigations along these line© until the 
iii h resolution inotru ?< nt was in operation* and to 
concentrate on the second op roach during the interim
neriod*
see 2
>f some method can be found for the production of
9>.
benzyl radicals which 1© ini >pendent ol the temperature 
of the reaction veoel, then the temperature dependonco 
of toluene production the attuc.; of these radicals 
on dibenzyl can be determined, and hence the energy of
activation i-a for the radicalise le cult reaction* The
invcstigatxona must of coui e be carried out over a 
temperature rant e which produces a negligible con­
centration of beany 1 radicals by thermal dissociation 
of dlbeasyl, i*e. below 4OC°J*
A constant quantity of oenayl radicals can be 
obtained by the thermal deCM‘.coition of ooar/ounds of 
the type h«OB^*; where the O*X bond la so weak that 
total de conposition results at the furnace tc-waturea
and contact times used* Grounds in thio elans are 
benzyl io ide, nercury dibensyl* an wtw* ddu&otoluone, 
all of which are readily decomposed to form benzyl 
red cals* on^yl iodide and azo toluene were both 
need by Mile© for thia purpose Caee page ?S )• However, 
a veraX obvious drawbacks must be noted*
(a) Although the total quantity of radicals formed in 
the reaction vessel raay be independent of 
temperature, within the abaveMcatloaed limits> 
their distribution nloa the vessel would depend 
on the rate of decomposition, and hence on the
temperature* 5 nun the steady state concentration
of radicals at any fixed point in the vessel 
would v ry with the neoehb ry variations la
furnace te.-». erattu c •
(t) ihe un&taole nature of thee comrounds would 
prevent the- uoe of injection unite for their 
introduction ioto the gas otroai, as a high 
pressure could not he maintained in the sample 
reservoir without soae decomposition* Hence 
th© less an ti- factory e< turn tor ays to;a would 
have to bo employed*
(c) liensyl io idv would not be a satisfactory source 
of r&ilcalo« a& it has been ohoun ty Cun; a11 V 5) 
that loulno atom? a^o capable of attaching hydro** 
carbons, and ©o unteair ble side reactions would
result*
For tht-oe r .aeons pyrolysis wan considered an tin- 
on ti,if act try uetfcod for veni.yl radical pi emotion, and 
another approach wan sought*
he parallelism of the di bins. 1 reaction an i that 
U tv . bromine l y rogen (27 1 ) suggested the
pc ©ibility of using a photochemical technique for the 
initial dissociation of tibensryl* Bedensteia's 
inveotlg^txcnc of the? thermal reaction between bromine 
and hydrogen (27 > indicated that the primary proceoo 
wao the formation of an equilibrium concentration of
•!&.
broMae atoms*
—> aar.
fclrcve 1 b# lb secondary ixactiont,*
Br* * BSr ♦ B*<2
n. ♦ Biy*-* HSr ♦ Br*
.'iail.rly* tbu* v c:u chich Hoe been discussed la 
thio chapter suggest. that the ei ni leant procos.es
arc ‘
hh*CH..CH?. h-~> 2 h.C« . d d < — d
'he ’ • ♦ '&• /, >» U
d d d
•> rtu :r ♦ rtuCH'Gli «£%
tf £-•
Mttie i© Xnovn of tho photodecmposition of suoh
oornplo ^clcculeo a© dib nz^yl, but the < voaptional 
<n til t of th bnaayl « a,»f nhe exoeedin ly
tea ; central C-C bond of dibenr,yl ?f*re considered to 
to some ©mall ju tification for further investigation* 
If bensyl radicals coni 1 be produced by thia method, 
it might then be possible to determine the temperature 
dependence of subsequent reactions*
Even if benny1 radicals cculd be pioduced photo* 
chemically, it wan realised that further complications 
might siieu Although the dissociation energy of the 
central band should have a value between 45 k*cal*/ 
mole as calculated fro^ Eawarc’a data on toluene) and 
6S k*cal*/sole (from Van Arts^alen’a data)* dlbensyl 
does not absorb light in the ultraviolet region of
96.
w velength greater than 2700$* corresponding to lcb 
ii.coi.z-'r oic. ,g thio is greater than the dissociation 
energy for any of the bonds in dibensyi* many raotfes of 
dissociation are possible. Cbviously* light quanta 
of such high energy would have a serious effect on the 
reaction rroducte, and a fat flo* system would he 
required to remove them before their concentration
became appreciable. further drawback existed in the 
low quantum yield to bo expected from this reaction* 
the considerable back reaction making it unlikely that 
the yield uould be better than l.Q~ '• Thue a lamp of 
very high intensity would ce essential if a eea urable 
deoo&ptsltlou mi to be attained. further inef iciency 
would be expected due to the low extinction coefficients 
of dlbeasyl, unless a very high pressure of reactant* 
or a very wide cell, was used.
Despite all the < objections* it was decided to 
proceed further on the^e Un« no rcre wimble 
ap roach to the ca&e could be devised* an ao there 
wa« no hope ci apply a the /.etho evolved or cane 1
for several months. overthele&s, it was recognised 
that the difficulties presented above **& e the chances 
of sue esn slight.
Figure 22
Break-Seal
Graded Seal
hotoc? e-•>!cal. t ud-iee
t wa-j .tret n©eeae/*ry to ptove that hotochemicni
decomposition vaa possible* a?t«i t< determine t © nature
of the product©* or hif»» a email <>iliea ceil *-nh
plan© par&li x window© wee attached by a slico • re» 
traced heal to a p i ex breafc*ocal and evacuation l^nb.
ufficicat Jibenayl wae introduced tt <;up ly ? taour 
reenvr© ©I it mnu «fc C* >• -,c ceil wa • ovnc ated,
aoaled* and t laced In a tp® dally con&tru*. fcei elect!ic 
furnace having an aperture in the aide through which *ght 
ccul be dxt ctod into the coil (Figure >♦*>• For < nalyoi© 
ultraviolet e-ectrophetoimetr? wao used*
e or'.i.cel density of the cell at 2X u* nee deter* 
mined before co « nein tfee ex?erimentt uoing,a© a otnnderd 
a oimilar cell containing air at one at se^ph©rc« ho coil
«ao ;laced In the furnace ani nsntainc* at a te pernture 
of <? >r°C. in the dark for > inutee* aft r which it© 
optical enmity wae determined tafcin/ c re to avoid con* 
deneatmon ©i ibonayl on the i laae winJo* o« It won then 
replaced in the furnace ani oub acted to ultraviolet
ii bi iroa a 'wi cur.y arc lane for t>< minuteo at r’>c C*
After measuring the onticnl density once n©ro« it was 
©objected to radiation for n < urther 60 minute© and then
left in th darte for 90 ~xnutoo at the ca^« temperature*
rhe result© are detai led la $able >
Table $
Experiment Serapernture (€C) ^*^•330 m*
Before Starting 25 c.05*»
ii hr* In dark 230 0.05<»
1 hr. In U./V. light 2$0 C.2C4
1 hr* in U*/f* light 230 0*465
1'zj hr* in dark 25C C.162
i-- •
hat heel alone cnunei no change in the optical 
denoity of the cell in^ic ten th* t the thermal reaction 
was negligible at 25C°C* even over a 50 minute period*
he effect of ultraviolet 1 ght was to tocrease the 
absorption considerably, indicating reaction of none fora*
ominu^d illumination increase* the absorption still 
farther* though the fin *1 period of 90 minutes in the dara 
resalted in a recreate * nreounably due to roiynerisa ion 
of the ntron ly aboor^ing products*
Io determine the natuxe of tne residual terials* 
the <i©ll was coupled to the aaso»srectrom*>ter* the breafc* 
real fractured* and the volatiles expanded into the oannlo 
manifold* A maso*spectrum showed small increases in 
intensity at the m/e values 91 and 78 indioating the 
presence of toluene and benaene in very lor concentrations* 
Ho pear: could be found for a/e a ldt the parent ion of 
styrene* but this was not expected as styrene is extremely 
sensitive to ultraviolet light*
or n mere detailed examination of the react on
products* the simple reaction cell was modified* A 250 mi* 
pyrex fl&ok was attached to the cell* talo remaining out* 
side the furnace* and maintained at 1OO°C by a heating 
jroket* (Figure 2 5 • yy uoin , thio larger volume* it was 
hr pod to increase the quantity of reaction products while 
re uoing their concentration in the light beam* he
Figure ?3
-
>9.
storting material /as placed In a aide tuba outsle the
heated Bonn and ms maintained at a suitable temperature
by a constant box 11 n » both<mllar to those used with the 
injection units* A cut-off* consisting of a stainless- 
steel ball seated In a ground glass socket, Isolated the 
dlhenry1 ro ©rvoir during the period of Illumination*
* second side tube and receiver set red as a reservoir for
the products*
operation
*ihe system vac ©vacuatod* sealed* and the receiver
cut-off closed* \ constant boiling bath ta,. placed round 
the dxbenny1 rexp-rv* i • ood the ce*l and •traiudon volume 
filled with dlbens&yl varour to the vapour pressure of the 
hen tel materiel* h» reservoir out-off was then closed* 
after which the shutter to the ultraviolet lamp ms opened 
and the cell lliu&ia aed for a measured period* he
contonto of the cell were t;>e?* con enoed in th n ©elver
an the ;ycle c op raions rerouted vnt. i a quantity of 
rodV'Cts, suf . c.fcfli fcr a .oly^xu* ho , been ^cll ded*
For these ©*nerineats* It ms desired to maintain a 
vapour pressure OfCfeftl met* of di benny 1 to reduce to a 
minimum any undesirable si e reactions. A paper had been
published on vapour pressures at temperatures below the
;*
xx
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Vapour Pressure of Dibenzyl
ICC
Belting oint From thia* aau the latent boat of
fusion of dibenayl* the vapour preaeuro curve ®aa calcul­
ate! for temperatures above the oeltlag point* Provloua 
experience suggested that thia curv wan oerioualy io 
error* and a checit on the calculated and true boiling 
pointe iroved thia to be no. The vaour preooure data 
for liqul< dibenayl quoted by •» • Steell (6 0 res there* 
fere uned* on 1 thia le ahown in Igure <?*♦*
Zii2£feSS*£i
refloating ethanol (6§°S) served nc the constant 
te pernttire medium* delivering a vapour pressure of 0*2 •
of dibenayl to the reaction veouel* 'he cell wao 
illuminated for 6c miautea per cyclo* and twelve such 
c,-. cl* a were perform * for each experiment*
i eoulto
fhree rtt&e were performed* an 3 in oach case only * 
trace of toluene could bo mtooted* with no icaourable
quantity of beasone or styrene* -hat title minute con­
centration of toluene war due to the action of light waa 
proved by a blan; run in which dlbea&yl mo aintoino d at 
2*>C°C for 1 bourn* -<c Seoojssfo^i tion cold be detected
at tne end of thia period*
Ultraviolet spectrophotometry of the involatile 
tutorials gave aa abaorotloa curve vei eiailm to that 
obtained for the solid reoultanto of the thermal reaction*
101
^ndisating the resence et stilbene, but act of
anthracene or rhenanthrene*
he conclusions to be rawn from the©© experiments
were i
(a) that react on did take place due to the action of 
ultraviolet light| and
(b) that the products of thia reaction did not aprear to 
differ from those of the thermal process*
Attention was then turned to the design of a system
which would allot quantitative determination of the 
reaction products* The requirements were:
(X) A lamp of high intensity in the region 2?C m/u* to
2rX> mpu
(2) A lar^e area of illumination*
<>) A reaction vessel of considerable depth to allow an 
appreciable percents e absorption of the light by a 
low pressure of dlbensyl*
) A system wherein all these three requirements could 
be satisfied, and yet permit the reaction vessel to 
be raiee I to hoo°C*
The need for exceptionally high intensity in a narrow
waveband eliminated the use of a continuous source with a
monochromator* Of the discontinuous sources, tho moot 
com-only used io the low pressure mercury arc, and os this
pxvef a otron : bae oi wavelength 5*7 ju* it was conexdei
1C?.
ed to toe most outtable for tho present work* Mtrcover*
uner certain conditions thia line can be made to pre­
dominate to such an extent that no filter la required to
remove undesirable wavelengths. Such characteristics are
to be found in the lot pressure ^ercury-rare gas discharge 
tube described in detail by Belville (*»b/* She 
imortant features of tola lamp seres
Ca) *t leact 90 4 o’ the total eaisi^oi was at ?>^*7 Sjfi®
(b) 3he total output was of the order of 101 quanta/ 
second* a very high Intensity for a single line*
(c) r4he oral salon remained con nt ant over long run lng periodo*
(d) Yovied the electrode compartments were tater-cooled* 
the temperature of the central portion ol the lamp 
could be varied without varying the output appreciably* 
She feature (d) was of special interest for the
present work an it woul ! enable the lamp to be placed* 
with tho reaction vessel* insl e tho electric furnace* and 
so would ellsineto the need for focussing arrangements*
*>00 length of the central portion of the lump was £,0 cm* 
and sc would be most au table or illuminating a reaction 
vessel of the type used in a floe system* oxnt (a) was 
considered very satisfactory as no filtering system would 
be required* It should he noted* hoeevet * that with a 
similar lami * quoted by Hoyeo and Lex ,hton (61 , the 
intensity at ?£>•? mjx* amounted to only one quarter of
105.
t; < it t 1 eaxae/on* th remainder boin at I *9 » 
cwoV'-r* tne 1 •> ju* line 1 ter / oorX / transmitted
by fused silica of which material it was intended that 
both lamp and vessel should be con trueted*
Ao this lamp satisfied moot of the requirements* it 
»aa decided to adopt it as the light source* but before 
conftruetin •: one* the form of the reaction vessel was 
considered* low eyeteas have been used in which the 
laup and reaction vessel are conocntric* giving maximum 
light intensity in the reaction volume* Co© design by 
Bates and 5 ay lor (M) has the reaction vessel as an 
annular jacket surrounding the central portion of the 
la u• * second system (50) reverses thio arrangement*
the outer jacket being part of the lamp* both systems 
were used at low reaction temperaturea where wanes could 
be used to the necessary ring-seals* but ror the
higher temperaturos required for the present study* an 
all-oiliea system was necessary* and the technical
difficulties Involved in the construction of such a com­
bined lamp/reaction chamber unit male it preferable to 
follow the technique employed by Farkas and alvllle (51) 
in which the lamp is placed alongside the vessel*
The lamp
Only the long central portion of the lamp was con­
structed from fuced transparent silica* 'his was a 50 cm*
tube of ? ccs* internal diameter* and it was attached to
the rater-cooled pyrex electrode-ce ^eitmente by silica/ 
pyrex <ra ed seals* *lhe compartments* 10 cm* Ion?; and 
2**> cm. Internal diameter* carried cylindrical electrodes 
made fror nickel sheet* 6 cm* ton;: and having the same 
Internal dia eter as the silica ort.cn. A pyrex side
tube was attached to permit evacuation o the lamp and 
admission of samples of neon* a few drops oi liquid 
mercury were placed in one of the compartments*
v*^wft
Shis was a 5< cm* tube of transparent cilica having 
an internal ianeter of 2*5 on. Apart fro i its diameter* 
it was identical with the vessel used for the thermal
experiment©* bavin;;, © 6 mm* dia eter re-entrant tube for
a thermoccuple ?;ock t*
be urnaco
n construction and length this alec resembled the
thermal system* but was built on a 10 cm* diameter steel 
tube to afford room for both the lamp and the reaction 
vessel* "moo thing*1 of the temperature profile was
carried out as before*
Before in corcornting these new parts in the flow 
system, a simple otatic arrangement was constructed to 
investigate the performance of the la ip as the position 
of the furnace nt the centre of the flo» system madr
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modi ”1 cation© difficult In situ.
f*he lamp and reaction vessel were placed side by old©
la the electric furnace the electrode cob arUentc of the
foi ter projecting beyond the heated sone (see igore £>)• 
Shey ere surrounded by a cylindrical aluminium reflector 
to Increase tfee Intensity of light incident on the ro­
tation vessel* So the side an of the lamp were attach­
ed a vacuum line and a narrow line through a Soapier rump 
to t r serve!r of ft*C*€* spectrally : <e neon* She 
pressure c f the admitted ©ample ess ^east-red with a small
manometer an 1 a cathetometer*
ci the Inlet system to the reaction vessel* a con- 
structxoa wa© u, ed similar to that employet in the smaller 
©cal* ©tatlc work* with steel balls in ;roun i ^lacn ocofceta 
to cut off the dibertsyl reactvtir* vacuum line* and sample 
holler from th< reaction chamber* *Ihe sample holder* one 
of those described earlier* Cpaye 68' enabled the volatile 
n©ducts to be removed fro i the a aratue an transferred
to the sample manifold of the ^a«e onectioneter* Ihe
line leading from the furnace area to the cut-offs was 
wound with ”ichrome” tape and heated to 1<1O€C*
After evacuateng and «ba£&ag" the la p* neon was 
ad* titled tfr ougto tho oepler pump to a pressure of $ am*
he water ceded terminals i ere connected to the
106
secondary ceil of 1:10 stopgap transformer* the output 
voltage of which co^ld be controlled by a MVariac” 
traaoiormcr coupled between the primary ein !ir. : and tho 
mains supply*
* lov voltage wan applied* and increase1 gradually 
until intermittent arcing occurred at about 15CCV. 
further Increases to full output did not produce unxxorm 
illumination though it iacieased considerably the frequency 
of flashing* '4 his* hevever* aloely dropped off* and 
eventually the lamp failed to arc at all* *t was then 
evacuated* and a fresh charge of neon admitted* A very 
ruch lo or voltage was required to produce arcing on this 
occasion* and maximum voltage resulted in uniform 
illumin tlon for several minutes though once more it 
reverted to intermittent flashing after a while* evcral 
fresh charges tare admitted* the lamp being run fox >C 
minutes with each sample and after four such cycle© a 
©table illumination was obtained at a voltage veil below 
the maximum* An ammeter was coupled in series with the 
lamp and the voltage adjusted to maintain a constant 
cuxtent of 12 C s?A*
E«»rl»wat»i Procedure
?he a paratus was evacuated* the furnace, outlet
heater* and la^p switched on* and tho dibenay1 in the small 
s
reservoir out-ga ed. ’ihe cut-off to the ©a pie holder
1C?.
was clouc ft methanol bath ; laced roun 1 the reservoir* 
and dibenzyl admitted into the reaction chamber® /he 
cut-off to the reservoir was then closed* After two hours* 
the lamp was switched off and tne products condenaed in 
the aa»ple holder. Thia wa^ tranaferred to the aaca 
spectrometer and an analysis performed*
Faaulta
ih maoa spectrum indicated the presence o kenzeae 
and toluene* though* unlike the thermal results* benzene 
showed the higher concentration* She values obtained were:
Benzene 4*8 x 10 moles.
ea^?
Colusa© 9*> x 10 moleo*
It wan also found that the sample holder contained a high 
pressure of material which wan not condenoible in liquid 
air* thio being indicated by signs of gas eocaping through 
the mercury oe 1 when the upper portion of the oam.le 
holer was bein evacuated* infer tunatoly tho concentrat­
ion of the regaining material* when expanded into the
manifold* was too small to permit characterisation* It
/
wa& thought, novever* that thia was actnane or hydrogen 
produced by the action of ultraviolet light on toluene*
Such a reaction would account for the high b zone toluene
ratio*
c reduce tils deconron tion to a minimum* the
operational rooedure vn j medified slightly* After tho
ioe.
vapour had beo-i subjected to ultraviolet light for
10 miau es* the n~bend in the v cuuis line rad cooled in 
liquid-air to collect the volatile products* and the con~ 
condensible materials were drawn off by a 'toopier pump 
and collected in a sma -» flask* The volatiles were 
transferred to the ©ample holder* a fresh charge of 
dibeneyl admitted into the reaction chamber* and the 
process repeated until a total reaction time of two hours 
had been attain d* Both llqui is and gases were analysed 
by nasc spec ronetry*
d-quid a
These consist d of benaene and toluene*
Benaene 4*3^ x 10*& moles*
toluene 3*08 x 1C*’ moles*
loses
These were identified as hydrogen with a trace of
methane* Accurate quantitative determinations were not 
attempted as calibrations for hydrogen and methane were 
not possible without modification of the sample manifold*
A rough estimate* made from the pressure of gas in the 
manifold* gave the total quantity of gases as 3 x 10* moles*
By removing the products from the illuminated cone 
every If minutes* the ratio benaene toluene decreased con­
siderably, offering some justification for the assumption
Fi3 zl
Ma.SS
frjet
10 m.
that the high ratio obtained earlier was due to further
decompo, xtlon of toluene* t was to be ex acted there*
ore that If the contact timer ms reduced fron 10 ilautes 
to 1 second by wans of a floe technique* the e ree of 
d.composition of the products would be greatly reduced*
It ms possible from thio to get some indiesiron of
the quantities of products to be exreeled from ouch a floe
experiment* 0*21? m* of di beany 1 In 179 ml* the volume
of the Illuminated or t ion of the reaction vessel*
•6co res ended to 2*1 x 10 moles at the reaction temperature 
of 202°C* The total react on tiao ea© 11 minutes* 
hence the rate of decomposition under these conditions 
k«a 2*.? x 10*^Vi per second* Allowing for a r te of floe 
of < ibeasyl of 1C " mclea/seCi nd* a run of one hour In a 
now a;/ate.: would result in tne production of roughly 
10 moles of toluene* he Inlnum junntity which co Id 
bo accurately etermined on the mass spectrometer with 
the existing aara: le anifold wao 1< moles* oo it wao 
necessary either to increase the length of run by a factor 
of ten* Qi to increase the sensitivity of the analyses*
’iho law ter possibility ms considered more trocticable.
.'KXkn*a.Uw> to tM 3m»U Manifold
To increase the sensitivity of the ammm srectrometer* 
a small solenoid cut-off was constiucted and wao coupled 
In the lead to the expansion volume ( igure 26). <hen
1X0.
thin was closed» the effective volume of the fold wao
reduced 15 fold, the oa iple being expanded into the email 
volume of the cut-off valveo and the lead only. n this 
way. fuantitleo as small as 10*^ molsa coui be deteimined 
to el thin 2%.
procedure
ith the cut-off shut. the sample wae expanded into 
the manifold. and the heights of the various peaxe
etermlned. ftoi the vapour had been condensed in the 
side arm. tne cut-off wan raised anu a measured pressure 
of nitrogen admitted to determine the sensitivity of the 
instrument. ror calibration. the cut-off was kept open, 
and a measured sample fifteen times greater than the
un .sown sample was admitted and acanned as before. A
conversion factor was then aprlied to give the juantlty 
of ©ample in the smaller portion of tue manifold.. Shis 
converoiou factor wa& jet*rmin d by moanurln ; the peak 
heights of «/e » 26 for a sample o; nitrogen confined to 
the visall volume and expanded into toe large volume.
it was fou.nl to be
Small Volume » T^arga ' olume x C.Oobb.
She FiOn 5yst*?n
She furnace and reaction vessel o the thermal ©yate
•eoe agure . pat>c? ■ were replaced by the new furn&oe, 
reaction vessel and lamp described in thi® section. She
exerineatal nrocedure was identical wAth that followed in
III.
the previous flow work. ith the oxcetion of the
temperature raa,;s and the presence of ultraviolet light* 
the condlt on coed corroat ended closely to the ther^l
ran©.
Evolve twenty minute runs in the temperature r»n; e 
2<XrC * 350* <2 indicated a serious drift in results do end- 
in,; on the 'age” of tho noon in tho lamp. It a eared 
that tho nature of the emission altered with time* and thi;s 
ws© confirmed by the increase in visible radiation 
obuorv bio after swer^l hours of operation.
otimriwtry ,
Following the procedure adopted by Jelvllle* the 
mercury photooensltico 1 decomposition of gaseous ammonia was 
used to study the emission variations. Pure dry soaaaia 
was made by dropping 0.33c amonia solution on to quicklime 
in a 3 litre flask* pausing the gas through columns con* 
talnlng quicklime and potassium hydroxide pelleta, and 
collecting in a liquid air trap. r;he collected material 
was further p; rifled by repeated distillation at *bC°C and 
stored in a ) litre reservoir.
Ammonia was passed through a "b^bller*’ containing 
mercury into the reaction vesoel to a pressure of ICO M.t end 
illuminated for a measured period. ‘>hc. r^aiuin^ ammonia was 
then collected in a liquid-air trap sad the decomposition 
products* nitrogen and hydrogen were collected in a small
112 »
volume by soana of a 1copier pu&'fU the preosure being 
measured with a McLeod sage* A& the mercury photo* 
sensitised deoeupesi tion of ammonia is temperature 
do pendenti thio method could not he used to determine 
variations in in tensity with furnace temperature* but it 
was suooeaeful for intensity variations with time at a 
fired temperature*
At the name time* a mod floation was made to the lamp* 
* he cooling water for the elect ro le crapartaeata waa 
supplied from a thermostat bath instead of from the water 
main* and the water temperature was adjuste to give 
maximum intensity* As it was considered po alble that 
the "ageing** effect might be u© to iapu/d tiso evolved 
fron tap grease* the lamp was filled with a fresh supply 
of neon and seald off from the supply line*
Ihc degree of decra, coition of ammonia v/as determined 
before and after each run* an 1 the av^r-re of the two 
readings taken a<3 a neaaure of the intensity of the lamp.
Xt ran found that after the lamp had been sealed off from 
the aeon supply little variation o Intensity with ties© 
could be detected at any temperature used*
results
A serieo of runs wan performed in the temperature 
range 2?f°3 * 300rC. Is the significance of thee© is
kUMd later (page ) only a brief summary will be
11>.
given At this star;©*
In no ?fcae did toluene appreciably exceed benzene* 
the ratio benzene toluene varying from 1 to 5 unsystematic 
ally* 5 bin v rlation makes the significance of the
resulta very dubious aa it would appear that toluene waa 
lost by decomposition* A plot of log, (rate of formation 
of toluene) against l/T-t gave a value of 0 ♦ 0*> k*cal*/ 
mole for the apparent activation energy of the radical- 
molecule reaction whereas there are good reasons (see 
page i n ) for believing that the process will be
endothermic by a few k* calories* Applying tuin to the 
equation:-
we get
ones* a "—*
47.6 a o ♦ &
/\H * k*c&l»/acle*
' hue* assuming aero activation energy fox the 
recombination of benzyl radicals* the activation energy 
for the reaction h.CH^*CP?. h «■*» 2Ph. • would be 
9>*2 k.cal. 'mole* *2nie io clearlj too high and the 
method ffiuet be recognised ae unsatisfactory*
he pirect Pet rananon of /v*
2he indirect approach having failod to <ive reliable 
d ta* attention was turned once ap;ain to the pecsibil«ty 
of a plying the technique outlined eax Her (png* I , to
Figure 27
Electrolysis Apparatus
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t.e direct determination of /\H* ihe hi ;h resolution 
assn spectrometer had net been completed, and it was 
realised that it would net be in operation before the 
period allotted for the present work had expired* eter- 
theless, though the existing mams spectrometer was in­
capable of goo.j resolution in the re (Uired ass region* 
it wan decided to proceed as far as posoible, and obtain
as ouch information as that instrument could ~-ive on the\
poiisibi 1- ty of api lying the technique at some later date
when tne more accurate instrument became available*
re aration of eut -ited ioenryl
he aialeat concej vr. ble process tor the preparation 
of deuterated dibenxyl would be by the deutc.ation of 
di phenyl ace tylane
h*C«G* m ♦ 20;—> fc. r^.CP . h 
using daas catalyst* It la Known that in ouch processes 
exchange reactions can also occur ^nd asf-hl result in thu 
substitution of deuterium in the henyl rings* '.ho 
extent of such action could net be predicted and con- 
Mu<fttly t rial© ha a to be made*
he deuterium was prepared by the electrolysis of 
deuterium oxide (99*97% purity) and purified by diffusion 
through a heated palladium thimble* Figure 2? illustrates 
the apparatus employed* A solution of 20% P^SG^ 4n 
P-,0 was placed in the electrolytic cell, the apparatus was
11>
evacuated, and a current of 125 mA allowed to pans* he 
cathode compartment »aa coupled to a o^all reservoir 
carrying,on a re-entrant arm, a palladium thimble heated 
to dull redness by a spiral of "Wichroaic” wire* She 
purified deuterium waa collected In a 'foepler punp and 
transferred to a storage bulb coupled directly to a simple 
hydrogenates* A water jachet wao placed round the cell 
to prevent boiling of the liquid*
?o mintain equal pressures at the two electrodes, 
the oxygen liberated at the anode was pumped away through 
a manootat, tri© compensating limb of whicu vae coupled to 
the cathode compartment* The cut-off }oiot of this 
manostat could be adjusted by displacement of the mercury 
on the Ciitao.o side by a steel plunger counted on a 
threaded shaft* Careful adjustment of thio ensured 
automatic control of the 1 quiu level m tne cell to
within 5
n the eurlj sta es, trouole experienced due to 
tho formation of os?, one at the anode, causing i<n-:ediate 
” tailing” of the mercury in the wnostat and blockage of 
tne sinter* This waa eliminated by winding a short 
length of the outlet from the anode with 'Mu chrome” tape 
and heating to hoO°C at which temperature the oaone was 
a/>cnt«n©ouslj lecoapoeed*
Ao it was essential to have less than It of hydrogen
—— — —
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in the evolved at the cathode, car© vac taken in the
preparation of the < lectrolyte. Sulphur tri oxi do waa 
prepared by distillation at atmospheric pressure from 
fuming sulphuric acid, and woe purified b parsing 
throu h & series of dryin tubes containing phosphorus 
pentoxi e and b^ vacuum distillation. ?t waa then 
alio ed to distil slowly into deuterium oxide until the 
required concentration hid been reached. A maos
pectrometric study of thia solution fail©, to uetect the 
presence of the ion 8* indicating that leos than 0.2>% of 
H^O existed.
2 gm. of arc diphenyl acetylene were dissolved in 
1^0 ml. of ’ry methanol together with 1J0 cigrs. of 'dams 
catalyst, an; deuter ted at one atmosphere. initially 
the reaction %ent very quickly, 90' of the deuterium being 
taken up in one hour, though the removal of the laet 
traces of deuterostilbene required 2*5 days. The 
product waa r©crystallised twice before its purity woo 
checked by ultraviolet spec rephotometry. 'he absorption 
spectrum Indicated the presence of deutrront*lbene to 
somewhat lean than IX, tthich wan const ©red unimportant
for the intended work.
^1 phenyl acetylene wan prepared by the bromination 
of stilbene followed by treatment with alcoholic notaaoium 
sydro^ide, and purification by fractional crystillieation.
To 
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The , olida Tandlin,: system
\s the v;»pour pressure of diben^/l is 1C an* at 
rooes temper ture, a system cf cut-offe and Inlet leak 
which could op» rate at temperatures as high as 1>C*C were 
required. A «*et of three all-metal valves was there­
fore constructed* the design being siollor to that
z
employed for the Injection units* but using ’’Teflon** 
discs seated on steel as the cut-off agents* The details 
are illustrated in Figure 2d* The basis of all three 
vnlvec was a single block of steel 8’* x 2° x 2”* the cut­
off chambers and side arms boin bored out of the solid 
to eliminate several trusted joints. The unit was mount­
ed at an angle of on one corner of the mass spectro­
meter frarso with the valve charts la the horizontal 
plane* and heated to the required temperature by windings 
of ’’Kichroae tape. The eaaple was placed In a glass 
tube attached by a metal to glass seal to c flange which 
was then bolted tc the block with a ’’Teflon’* washer* A 
bath containing boiling water maintained a constant 
pressure of dibenzyl in the system*
Calibrations were attempted with the nlless inlet line 
tc the ionisation clamber* an: the analy&ei tube* at room 
temperature* since the pressure beyond the "MetreslV leak 
was very much less than the vapour pressure of dibenzyl* 
but it was found that adsorption on the falls was go con-
oiler able that the instrument did not respond until 1>
1.8
oinuteo aft<r the sample had been admitted* and only 
reached equilibrium after >0 minutes. She whole of the
a,
analyoer and inlet ay stem w&a therefore heated to bt C, 
after Rich stability oculd be attained in leee than 5
minutes*
Conetxtutloa of tho »«<,or«Ud rifc.ng.zl
.ith a resolution of 1 in 80, good resolution of
maaeoc in the region Ice - 190 could act be exacted* 
Moreover, at that time no reference standard for di benny1 
was available, so it was necessary to do some preliminary 
work on diben&yl* Thio showed that the fck nsyl radical 
ion was reduced in greater profusion than the parent 
ion h « By analogy with toluene, it was
ex ectod that the ion Ph«CH*CH^* h* mi ht predominate, 
tut the spectrum disproved t *ie. The data of the 
American utroleu?i antituie Project 4A, which became 
available islex,agrees with these findings and given the 
foi.oving relative abundances ;’ot lie various ir*nc.
!kxeo • ’©* 91 17c 179 1C 161 12 1 3
I el live ICO ( .91 < .62 0*M < .09 1 .1 2. >6
■ bundonoe *
Thti< , in the h£/?h raaeo re ion. the mr?"nt ion ne©M
Ac very rroninent an tb** Acotopo oeufc 13 io not 
cufficiently lar^e to interfere seriously* It Ac
reasonable to n „,u.me that the eharaoterletioe of the
spec run of deutersted iAbtnzyla would not differ rrentiy
11:#
ire this ©at ©to.
r ft© problem with dsuterated secies lien not la 
th< ir spectrat hut In their i© locular constitution*
urin.*e e lastic usuier*ticn» eichance reactions tafee 
pluce with the hydro ©n atom already • reu, at in the 
molecule9 reouAtia# In the lormition ©s e: recxaul© 
quantities o: HP* r*h^a in turn can ©atur^e a den ble 
bond clvin the molecule h*Q P*Cr .* h* hue it so 
possible to visualise a sonea of com tun with ©nryintf 
numbers o* deuterium and hydro on ntes m the obhiic 
croup a© well a© further type© where enter , urn has an er-
e the arota* tic nucleu •
The ©amplest an I meat aatiof. ctor> ©ystefs fox the 
ne. ent 01 • ©.,.? i*c I be the pyrolysis at a mixture of
h* r^.C’i • h and Ph.CP^eCr • h in e^uai report ions.
~he initial reactions
RuCH2.ca2.n> a h<GH?. 
h.cn •en.^’h — > 2 ta.cn .dZ 4*
would be followed by recombination of the radicals result 
inc in the formation of oom© of the species
b*CH...cr^* h* “hue* by following the rate of appear* 
an co of thio comnound, a meaour© of th© rate of decom- 
pooition of dibenayl cool) be obtained*
1th a mixture of jeuterated compound© such as is
obtained from the catalytic deuter lion of dipr.enyl
lr>C. •
acetylene, the ©thod can ©tili be a lied* Otoeiouel# 
if cocr ouads such ao h*Gn~*C;'D* h or h«CiiL*£&e, h are
present In the stature, their concentration will not be
alter© when r\ re lysed in the re ^nce of datoena/1, but
ether a such na ' i *CuP*CnD* h will «? ear in the reoultant©
m lover concentr tion with a cor responding increase in 
heCK^.CH’ • h* She net reotilt of yrclyexn the
deutorated mixture with dlbenayl ehould be a lowering of 
the concentration© of the higher rsao&ea with a corre© road-
la& increase in the lower maoea, At the eara© tine, the 
concentration of di bene/1 ats measured by the intensity of 
the 132 peak should decrease considerably* hua by 
followin the variation© in intensity of the nacoce 132,
1 ) and i1' a taeaeure of the reaction oho.-lo be possible*
xgeripcntaX
'ihe fsocLfications made to the flot ayete > for the
rhetochealoal experiments were removed, and the original
reaction wesoel and furnace replaced, A 1:1 mixture of
di benny 1 ans deuternted di benny1 waa placed in the
reeerroxr of one of the injection unite, and a run perform*
ed uain^ reaction conditions which were i eutical tith
the earlier tuerml wore, «nd at a temperature of by£ C, 
he solid products from t io run were transferred to the
□elide handling manifold and a nano o cctrun obtained*
Internretnt on of tno .. spectrum wae hind rod by th©
uncertainties intr<duced then uem5 a low reoolution
_____ _
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instrument. hen a lar.^e peak exists alongside an un*
resolved small peak* the latter appears as a minor fork 
or p ak on the side of the former* "be mpnitu e of thio 
minor neak iu enhanced by the spread of its neighbour* 
m .ing quantitative estimation extremely difficult, 
however* by maintaining strictly comparable conditions 
it is possible to use such a spectrum in a quantitative
fashion*
A preliminary examination of dlbeasyi shoved that 
this g v© the expected pattern* 18 2 being the principal 
peak in the high mass reg on* I outersled ubeasyl ghve
rol live intensities as shewn belov *
mss no* 182 X8> 161 X85 186
Intensity* <♦2.6 8l.O 1CO.C 82.<♦ 2( *fo.
'Thio shoes that the deut rated material contained mainly 
molecules (wing 1 to > deuterium stoma per molecule*
«0 attempt has b en made t< correct these figures for 
overlap of adjacent peak***
in the 1:1 mixture of dibtmsyl and deuterodlbensyi*
the figures before and after heating were:
Russ *io* 12 15 1 A 1 5 1 u
atensity mfore. 1< 0 A' «t > .1 51.5 17.2
Intensity After* ICO 8^*0 41*3 19*<* >•7
hese figures refer to the relative intensities of
the |«ako where the Intensity of the peak at mass number
Table 6
lxl* Calculated
•Semper'ture ( C) Fatio lS3* % T'e corn position
366 2.10 ~ 0
450 2.00 6
>23 2.00 67
658 1.54 ICO
706 1>53 ICO
723 1*53 ICO
-------------—
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182 Is taken as 100. and should not be confused with
absolute intensities which could not be determined.
From this it seems that pyrolysis brings about an 
Increase in the proportion of the 185* and l8h* ions 
together with a decrease in the intensities at 18> and 
136. his io in accord with the production of aired 
dibenayls by randomisation of radicals.
A series of runs was performed maintaining all 
conditiono ewe© t temperature constant. and varying the 
latter from >j>6°S to 725°C. As a measure of randomisation, 
the ratio 182*/I8j>4 was used, and the results are listed
in able 6 together with the calculated percentage
• 1 OCf ■)deoonpositloos from the equation k(ooc ) • e '
a' si *
This assumes that the rate determining step in the 
ran ionisation is the rate of dissociation of dibenayl. 
and that first crier conditions are obeyed. ihe results 
show the rough temperature limits within which randomise* 
tioa appears to commence an j reach com let^on.
The method is clearly capable of providing significant 
evidence on the diben^yl reaction, using a sufficiently 
eenaitive mane spectrometer. owever. with the available
equipment it is very valuable as a metho of dlocrVinat* 
ing between the two conflicting values obtained by other 
mtheds. Doing a bond energy value of 69 k.cal./ ^oie. 
the calculated decomposition rouii be a small fraction of
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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o1' at 6 0 C* as&umin,; a tamper ture independent factor
15of 1C . I his is not in agreement rith the precent
fIndia :«• a send dissociation eaery of #ucal•/mole 
corresponds fairly closely »lth the data* as can be seen
fron able 6.
After the above work was completed* **r.
Pavldeon reconstructed the ion gun and ion collecting 
system of the Mar spsstroaeter tube* and attained the 
desired resolution of 1 in 200. He has Mndly provided 
the following figures for a 1:1 mixture of dlbensyl and 
deuterated dibenzyl*
too© Wo. 182 18 5 1(M* 1&> 186
Intensity. ICO MU7 19*c C*6
This confirms the previous* leas accurate* finding©.
______ .*
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ummary
“he opening page® of this section ar« >evoted to a 
review of the evidence revealed by tho various experi.ioat- 
al techniques which hive been ap lied to the pro ble u
*)ne relationships between the several products and 
tneir variations with temperature and pressure have been 
illuatrnted graphically and the significance d these 
changes discussed. The lack of stoichiometric balance 
la also conni lered ani aorne possible explanations pre eeed
Ibis io followed by an outline of the various
noohaniosio which are available for the production of the
re ultonts in the observed quantities, and the relative
merits of these are discussed. On the Uwi© of thia
discussion a value is proposed for the dissociation energy
of the central C-C bond.
Ihe final section io concerned with the conclusions
which can be drawn from this value regardln the energies 
involved in other steps of the reaction end their 
significance in the f aerai scheme of bon energies.
It has been stated earlier in thio thesia (page^o ) 
that although the qualitative evidence pointed to a 1.5 
ordor dependence for the rate of fornatioa of toluene, the
Tolucne/Benzene
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quantitative data Indicated that true 1,$ order behaviour 
va© not followed. A plot of toluene formation against 
artial pressure showed an excessive decrease In rate with 
decreased pressure of dibenayl. It was Important,there- 
fore,to determine the behaviour of the other, possibly 
secondary, products under these conditions, as variations 
In the quantities of these might throw eorae light on the 
unexpected results,
•The details of the partial pressure experiments have 
bean compiled In the fora of a graph (Figure 50) In which 
the ratios of benzene, styrene, and stilbene to toluene 
have ton plotted agalnat partial pressure of nlbensyl.
It Is evident that the constant ratio benzene:tcbuene:
styrene observed by borrex and Mlee cannot be found here. 
At high partial nressurea (0,>mm.*1.0ma.) there i»- a rough 
approximation to constancy, but the divergence at low 
> reaoureo io considerable. fihie divergence is mo^t 
serious for the benzone/toluene curve though the others 
also exhibit some degree of variation, Ao the rro.><ure 
decreases the proportion of toluene to benzene ^ncres ee 
rapidly, an increase of more than 2»$ fold over th«> 
pren.' ure range covered by th<? expertisestr. From
stoichiometric consideration© It would be oxp cted that
the proportion of styrene would also rise, 'ahe separation
of a phenyl group from a dibenryl molecule would leave a
Figure 51»
Styrene/Benzene
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residue which could produce ethylbenzene or styrene, and 
the former has been found to be ab ent* The phenyl grotij 
would be expected to appear as benaene since there was no 
evidence of other products containing a single phenyl 
unit or of ap rec:able amounts of diphenyls* .he 
toluene/otyjone curve doss exhibit a slight rice, but It 
does not In any way correspond to that of ben,ene* he
factor here is only 1*5* Ihus there would appear to be 
an appreciable concentration of henyl groups unaccounted 
for in the resultants* Figure >1 illustrates this loss 
of benzene by a plot of the ratio tyreae/ben ene against 
partial proccurs of dlbensyl* Tt can be seen from this 
that the balance approaches unity at partial pxessurea of
C<5 *m* and over, but belov this the curve rises con*
©idernbly* It would appear, therelore, that a clo&e 
approximation to a stoichiometric balance obtains at 
high pressure©, while nt low pressures the divergence is
serious*
*Ihe behaviour of the various pro ucto with change of 
temperature exhibits similar anomalies* rhe available
evidence is outlined in ft ure >2 in the same manner as
was used for the partial pressure reculr,»* Ihe^e curves 
bear a striding resemblance to each other, similar 
divergences occurring for low pressures and high tempera* 
turee* Here, however, there is no region of constancy
Figure 32,
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compilable with the high pressure results of Figure JT. 
instead, all ratios rise inoreauinGly with temperature*  
and only styrene exhibits a fairly flat curve. rhereas 
In the partial pressure curves the toluene/benzene grs h 
shove a drifting rise at the low pressure end of the 
scale, the other two curves remaining fairly flat* In the 
temperature curves all three ratios rise several fold 
vith increased temperature* and benzene does not stand out 
as exceptional. It Is the behaviour of styrene that 
differs here, the toluene/styrene remaining much lover
than either of the others.
uiaaary
At lor pressures, the proportion of ben one in the 
resultants decreases by a factor of <?•*>* though those of 
the other products remain fairly constant. rom 0.5mm. 
1.0 aw. the constancy reported by norrex and lies obtains 
a proxiaately.
1he study of temperature variation reveals the fact 
that the Increase in toluene production vith temperature 
Is cut of all proportion to the other products. tyrene 
promotion follows fairly closely, but benzene and 
stilbene proportions fail off steeply. Figure 52 and
* able 11 shea that there is no actual Gro< in rate of
formation of those latter compounds with temperature, but
the rate of Increase Is snail in comparison with that of
toluene
128
roa thiu evidence it vcul appear that there 
exiota ©one neans by which tenaene or the phenyl radical 
io converted to orac unidentified product or product©,
and also a methoa of increasing the toluene fonatiuu
beyond expectation*
On© pocoibility lien in the chance of the foruatisu 
of di phonyImethane if phenyl radical© tatec pert in the 
reaction sequence. The abounce of diphonyla thane could 
net be deuonntrated by the available tec ni>uee, an so 
thio possibility should be held in vies* he concentrat­
ion of radicals woul bo ama^l and the possibility of 
collision ioor in com oa r i ©on with the chance of hyriro^en 
abotractiO) frc~r dibenayl* Jt in therefore uni <tel 
tnat thia biradical reaction wooli be preferred to the 
extent augeated b the low pressure renults, unless the 
concentration of ben yl radical© was exceedingly hi;h*
third, and nore presiding cause, can bo found in 
the ecr>t of C*i • Cowan (>3) on the pyreX si© of nhenyl 
loaide. owai: found that pyrolysis of thia compound, 
c-sinj eosoiitially the aa ?#? flow teohni itie and gas pressures
in this work, resulted in an appreciable deposit of
c< rboa on the wall of the react on vessel* ihe ad CLtiOii
of about a millimetre resour© of toluene ae a radical
accepter diminished thia effect, but did not eliminate it, 
he effect was ascribed to the mi ;r tron of henyl
radical > to th*» wail where tney deooapoaod to elemental 
carbon and hydrogen* In order to step this diffusion,
ifc tas foua that th 1 carrier aa zeaeure h ri to be 
raised to over 4CC am* nitrogen* This ensured reaction 
with l-dn-. of toluene which was also present* uoh on 
of set demon traten the aurprlsin,, lack of reactivity of 
the phenyl radical towards an efficient radical acceptor*
In a mrailr wa; , if henyl radicals arc involved in 
the decomposition of libenxyi, it is unlikely that the 
parent compound, though itself a better radical acceptor 
tha i toluene, would be capable of deactlv tin* all the 
radicals before they collided with th** chamber wall* At 
high pressures of the parent substance this effect would 
be a minimum, but at low pressures it would bo expected 
that an appreciable proportion of the radicals would 
reach the wall and deaoftpose* An increase in teaporoture 
would also enhance thio effect, and reduce the proportion 
of benzene formed* The result of such a process would 
be the deposition of carbon and the formation of free 
hydrogen* Little deposition was observed, but the 
quantities involved are so small that little would be 
expected* The absence of hydrogen in the gas stream is* 
at first sight, a serious drawback to this theory*
If it is supposed that the phenyl radicals which were 
unccountod for decomposed to carbon and hydrogen on the
wall, and that all the free hy irogen stone formed
2.0
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molecular hydrogen, In* pressure rise in the apparatus 
could not go undetected at high temperatures, though it
lght not be noticeable at low partial pressures* But 
in the high temperature run a the drop in benzene format* 
ion is accompanied by a rise in toluene formation, a 
rise which cannot be accounted for by normal hydrogen 
abstraction reactions* Figure 53 shore the Gain/toss 
ratio for hydrogen exchange.: the Cain value is the sum 
of hydrogen terns obtained by benzyl and henyl radicals
to form toluene and benzene: the Loan value in the sum 
o: styrene }las ?•(stilbene), this giving the number of 
hydrogen atoms which mu.t be lost from dibenzyl to form
these substances* Tom it can be soon that the
hydrogen gained rises to almost twice the observable
loss from conventional sources* ihua more than half
the gain is unexplained* Considering un c*^C, one of
the highest temperature experiments, we see that the
apparent Ions of benzene, judged from the styrene collect* 
•Sed, is 7*h^ x 10 "moles/1* *;he ain/Loos ratio for this 
ran la 1* =0, an Vierefor< or the 2*?C x 1C 'molos/l* of 
tclucn collected, 1*20 x 10 moles/1* remain ttaexplaine • 
If all the lent thenyl radicals decosa osed to the 
elements there would bo available a total of *?2 x 10 gm* 
atemn/1* of hydrogen, t hio is three times tho amount
repaired to form the extra toluene. t io linely there-
11.
f« re that a co^bin tion of thio efieet with the 
formation © seme di phony Ime than© could account for the 
anomalies ob^ctved in the quantitative analyse©* She 
tr cea ©f by rogen acted in an analysis of the 
incondensiblo© c n al © toe Justified*
‘ibis scggeetioa presupj e&ee the nurticlpatlea of 
enyl radicals in the reaetloa xequcaco, thou h no direct
ovl enco ch such wee obtainable**
7he mechanism
Chare c n be little doubt of the initial ©taps of 
Ok reaction sequence* The remits of the ± ben ay II 
fluorene experiments clearly indicate that bens.1 radical© 
are involved in the rechamem, and that the rate of 
i'ornatlon of these i© very mash gre ter than the emrresp^ 
©riding r te of formation of toluene* Thue a toach re-
ctiou of the form:
2’h.CH.*—> Pb.CiU*CH.,*Th«; d <2
io unquestionably preheat* Moreovert since the plot 
(rate of formation of toluene)/(po: ti«l nreaoure of fluorene) 
at centant temperature and partial pressure of diheo.jri 
(see figure 1' « ,,;e 8^ } shoes a straight • ine
dependency on fluorene concentration* the concentration 
of benny1 radical© is not levered by the rate of their 
re oval as. toluene in these experiment©*
iwo procedures have been proposed to account for thi •
.I I i
(X) Thu decomposition to oen&yl radicals is very high, 
and recombination and further reaction do net occur
in the furnace area but take pin co In the cooler
outlet*
(2) "he rate of <©composition and the rate of recombina­
tion ere both very high, an the result la a small 
equilibrium concentration of radicals. Tn affect 
thin la equivalent to a reaction of the fores
PheCH^.CFKs h «—•> 2Fh.C>U. c tl &
Of these suggestions care (1) la unsatisfactory« aa 
it io unlikely that the presence of ouch a large con­
centration of radicals would reult in so small an Increase
in toluene production when fluorene io introduced* Ihe 
addition of an equlmolecular proportion of fluorene causeo 
the rate of formation to increase by a factor <*f *1 only*
Cn the other hand, if case (2) is operative this snail 
increase would seem more plausible as dibonayl and 
fluorene would be competing for benzyl radicals on equal 
terms, and a factor of 3*1 is reasonable for two hydrogen 
donors where the energies of abstraction may differ by 
two or three k*cal*/mole*
t has been demonstrated that caee (?) would lead to 
a 1*5 order lar with respect to toluene formation, yet the 
plot ^/partial pleasure of dibenayl at constant 
temperature in the absence of fluorene Oigure 2C, 9M* c,°
Figure 54.
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shoes that the calculated 1*5 order rate constant la not 
Independent of partial pressure. The apparent order of
reaction la in fact eeeeehat lower than 1**>*
Ince •a’* the order of reaction* is defined by the
equation:
dx a k.a 1
dt
tn.« Xog.g " l0«** * na°«’a
«hea a plot of the log* of the rate of formation of toluene 
0,1 alnot the logarithm of the artial nren^ure of dibeasyl 
injected nhould glee a straight line whose slope Is
This has been done in Figure 5*' ana a value of ‘a* » 1* >?
was obtained*
owevor* I rem the evidence o<" the ror* alone*
i in dear Uiet the proposition is basically soun< * and 
that the re ctlon runt proceed through o steady &tate con* 
castration of honey 1 radicals caused by the ra, id decon* 
position of di bona;/ 1 an,; an almost equally rapid recon*
bias ticn*
Any doubts on this ecore or removed on con i ering
the results of the sms ©poctronetric etudes of the
diMMiayl • denteredibenayi air teres* slag temperatures 
tell below the ran^e for an red able toluene formation
the © x~ evidence of a ran ionisation of th< eemreaento*
■one idea of the relative ra idity of thio reaction con 
be obtained by observing the temperature region in which
.r->~ - J
u*
’’equilibration” occur© » i*e* ^hcre randomisation is 
com lots* iablo 6 shoes that thia situation is reaohed 
at ap roxidately 6>o < « a temperature correoponding to 
<'•>9$ decomposition to toluene* Honco, the rates of 
formation and recombination of be nay 1 radical© are many 
txmeo greater than the rate of their reaction with 
dib nzyi to form toluene*
'row thia ovidence, the princl al reaction of the
mechanism can bo established as
h*CH~*CH~* h <?’—»•> d ii* 3(»\_«<2 <2 £
Deopite thin Confirmation of the Initial processes, 
the failure to conform acre accurately to a 1*> order law 
remains unexplained* The hooua.tion was made that the 
steady otatc concentration of benzyl radicals nan snail, 
but even if thin eaa not ao, it coul4 not account for the 
ap meat 1*57 or ^ei dependence* or, if at any moment
x • the amount of dibonsyl decomposed to toluene etc* 
y n the iibeasyl dla&oclnted to benzyl radicals* 
a a the dibonayl injected*
then (a~x-y) » the uadieaeeiated dibenryl*
.*• the r e of .-in tion C" <.olueae » Jt *^y*(a»x*^ ) 1*
now *C a '
(5^7) •
•*. 2y a VUa-M-y)^ >.
•% dx w J* 
it a Vs
The experimental data h<ve boon applied to the
quatt on
dt obo«
(a-x) 5/2 £>•
thua k . U-a>v,« k .itfya-x-yP'2 6.ooo» a
or *CbO.S *V* ,(1 - -^-?/2 7*
• tt~x)
Ja»t froa equation 2, tne concentration of radlcala
depends on the equate root of the oibenayl concentration*
an hence at low prssauroa oi dlbenzyl the fraction dlo-
aociated would be higher than at nigh preanuren*
!• • y would decrease with rnoreaelag preeaure of
a-x
dibenzyl*
we
Cl * > *©uXd xner a«e with increasing ;te ;ure
a~x
of dib>nzyl* and reaoa a limit of unltj at higher orosonrs®* 
Thus* if the concentration si benzyl rauioalo tsaa 
ap reciablo* tus oboeivod rate constants* calculated fron 
equation >• would be lover than the true rate constant at 
the low preomureo and tend to approach the true* or higher* 
value at high preo&urea* Tnio la the raveroe of the 
oboorvoa behaviour for Ulbenzyl (Figure 2C)«
An explanation can be fount ii the nuggett^on* mode
in th« first o ctlon of this chapter* ia adopted* viz • 
that phen. i radical® are involved In the neshanlaa* A 
otudy of the graphs of product ration indicate® that the 
production of toluene la too coa lex to have a simple order
1
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ascribed to it* If paenyl radloaU do decompose on the 
wall, the tCvUeno formation has no loagor a si«; 1© 
kinetic dependence on the concentration of Ib^nsyl* but 
io altered ap; reolably by the reaction of hydroen atone 
produced in thio aide reaction* At lor pressures the
. oportjon of tolu no to the ottur reouXtaata is increased* 
and hence the rate of production is nlgber than would be 
c leui tod assuring a 1*> order depen once* t higher 
peeourea tne secondary effect xs coaslder bly reduced* 
;xvin>; a closer a roximation to the expected order*
tn coin&yj-nce of this complex bcaaviour* it is 
obvious that a study of the r<ue oi iormation of toluene 
can yield little satisfactory xaformtioi regarding the 
energy chan, ea acco;*i; anyino ttie tariwa reactions* Pow-
v,-r, t:.© Isotope method has provided a satiof ctory 
t chni u for the study of the equi ibrium reaction 
in cpendent of the secondary’ prose> fc>eo* It io un-
ortunnte that the avariable equipment vas insufficiently 
sensitive to alio iuantitatxre ~erk in this field* for 
accurate ebnervations of the rate of randomisation would 
hare yielded the rate of dissociation of dibensyl to 
beneyl radicals* and hence the activation energy for the 
reaction
FbeCiLj.CH ,. h aih*CH2* 
yet tith the rout;h work which uus performed it is
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pousibLc to <eter&lae Balch of the two conflicting
v lueo la the current literature is the more accurate.
Although the exact heights of the various peaks in the 
aso spectrum of the isotope mixture oould not be
m &&ured, the temperature range in thich a change oould 
be dotected in the conposition of the co’Looted material 
was readily obtained.
In Table 6, the changes In composition with 
temperature are ahorn, the composition change being 
measured b/ the ratio of peak heights 1&< • Alongsi e
IO1
t: is are listed the oalcul ted percentage dissociation* 
of dibensyl at those to iperatures using the equation 
k(oec.~i) a *rhe correspondence between the
f* 1
two column© ia fairly clooe whereas no relationship 
3ouli be shown between the experimental data * nd values 
calculated using a bond dissociation energy of 
69k.cal./;scle.
*7hue it can be stated that, of the two conflicting 
values, that calculated from Grwerc’a obe rvatono on 
toluene ie corroborated by the present information, where­
as that calculated from Pteaele's conclusions la not
oupiorted in any way. Hence it is justifiable to 
aocsibe a value of ap roximately h.o«l. mole* to the 
dissociation energy of the bond Ph.CH^* ^2*
’Ince it hr b been e:?t&bllahe t that beasyl radicals
. .1 1 2 , <■ .
1M*
part: c" pc o in th© reaction .seChnnisa* and since on© 
ooct on o: the investigation has indicated that flue i'cno 
can act sa an effective radical acceptor for these
i X***
radicals. it in justifiable to anas io that thio ability 
alto obtains with dibensyl.
(a) b.Ciik. ♦ lh. ' . di,. h —> h.Ch- ♦ rh.:n.Ch • hSec y «z
The pteoence of an ec|uisoleoular proportion of 
fluereac in di benny 1 ha® been chor^- to brinp about a
fol increu. e in toluene forfliation. an thia in in line 
with the C-H bonJ energies for the tto com ounde. he 
C*H bond energy in dlbeaayl wouli, by analogy* be xr ct»
cd tc hvo a iateraediate between those of toluene
ant fluorene* vie. bet e n 77.5 and 6S.t &•col./sole.
• lot ;h estimate of 7< b.cal./mole ior ( h«CH*U.CH~. h) 
would not ba in error by ore than one o< tec It. ceil.
ence, if fiucr-ar? can act as a radical acceptor* it ia 
ughly >rob‘ble tint jlben^yl will boh e© llaeeise. 
bis certainly iu not the only path by which tcluen* la 
d/ilOt ©apecinlly «t low :reuuureu and high t© *er «tures. 
but it would account for the greater p irt at uigh presiur© •
Unfortunately the fluorene experiment© yield no 
inform on i gc rdin; th formation of the other products.
f r as coul I be ©terained* there to little alter, tion 
in the rates of torn tion of these rhea high concontrationo 
of fluorene were Introduced. inc? the :toady state
1 .
1>9
concentration of benzyl radicals was unaffected by their
rate of removal as toluene, if the rates of formation of
the products are connected directly or indirectly to the 
concentration oi benzyl radicals,thv presence of fluorene 
would not influence these reactions in any way. Ihus
there is no indication whether these reactions are of a .
secondary nature, or occur independently.
If the formation of toluene occurs by reaction (a), 
it is necessary that at least one of the other observed 
final products should result from secondary processes as 
reaction (a) produces the radical Ph•CH•CH^•Ph and no trace 
of tetraphenyl butane, the dimer, could be found.
Many reaction systems can be proposed, whereby the 
conversion of this radical can explain the occurrence of 
the products found, but unfortunately the available 
evidence is insufficient to substantiate any of these 
suggestions fully. The possibilities are listed below, 
and an attempt is made to evaluate the relative merits of
each of the proposed steps.
Of the simple single-stage processes available to 
the Ph.CH.CH_.Ph radical the following must be considered. 
She associated energy changes have been deduced using
standard heats of formation for the molecules, and derived
radical heats of formation. The approximate value used 
throughout for D(Ph • CH-H • C^ • Ph ) is 70 k.cal./mole. The
4 4 i .
voiuoo ujiod, and the aetuo.iu oX ouxcul txou. are He tod
xu the a| oadxx*
(b) h.CH.CBg. h—> Pfc.CJS-CB.i'h ♦ a
(o) H ♦ Ffc.Cig.CH*. H —> Pb.fi ♦
(d) r*i.cn,.cB-. —> Ph.ca-CH, ♦ n.' *•
(e) ’h.CH.CfiL. h —> b.CHnCM. ♦ Ph,4. C
(f> h.GH... iU. * J.‘h« —> . >h.B ♦ Ph.CL. '4C.Pb
(g) ’‘I!• CHp• Fh •«*•> h.Ct<«GH.--tl ♦
t h • *’^2 * *2 *
*> .1 
k.COle
♦10.9 
*£• Cill.
-36.1 
k.c • X.
•66.7
k»cai«
♦>0.7 
k.c t.
♦12.*+ 
t£.C 1.
(h) H ♦ Ph.CflLCH,. h -■*> ’tl.Ch.CH . fc ♦
fe.cal.
U> H ♦ .CfL,. h -—> h»CH ♦ h*CH_." C ♦ 32.5 k.cl.
The system (b^9(c) , (d), in a sequence which gives
all the required tro.iucta, but involves a chain rteehanl/si 
of which there 13 no evidence from the experimental 
resuXto. .<y thio ap, roach there should be equicio locular
repoitioflu of toluene and stilbene, while benzene and 
styrene should occur In conoiheruble excess. moreovert 
(b) would appear tc be ruled cut on energetic grounds as 
It would require an activation energy of at least 
i, 8 k.cal. hl. •
or the formation of stilbene, the disproportionation 
react-on (g) roul i be nor© satisfactory« «fi it is 
exothermic to the extent of 1& k.eal* though it t f h rc no
1* 1.
rol io I th lo.. th • fora t ;.en of th other rio iucto* 
aer;et:c U it is loie aatiof ictory than (b)* though
it tt ui fo Llov . eeend or or 1 t • eactjono (©) 
nd Cf) rovide an alternative p th for the pteduction
of ©tyrono an i beasene* hut b»'re aloe a cnaxn system in 
involved* .ceever, if etilbone resulta by dionronortion* 
Atxen involvin’ tro of the radiaole P*CM#Ch^. h aa in 
Cg) the Chain loa th ax ht not be reat. if re >ctlon (g)
•ao ofecient,a0 propagation i/j baaed on the reformation 
of thi radical* Like Cb t it ia highl en othermic.
It hnti the adv nt e of includin the p rticip^t on of 
phenyl t die ioi »hlch would orait an expln^tien of the 
anomalous bed vour of toluene a! beaten© at low pr eat uroo
etc*
Two altera idee reacts on to the chain system (c , 
d) a e (h)t i « be‘h of which are more highly exothermic
than (e>» (h) io a hydrogen abstraction reaction which
leads to the radical h*CH»Cfl • h and a molecule of<
hydro, en* The oxc therm city of k*cal* io higher 
then (i)» but experimental observations indicate (h) 
cannot occur in any great quantity* <i) vould oatia- 
facLorily explain the absence of hydro en« end at the 
an o time give su o: t to th© theory that the excessive 
rate of i reduction of toluene at xot prenoureo and high
temperstures is due to the disruption of ntcnyl radioala*
1^2.
"he absence of hydrogen he© been a serious drat bach to 
thio theory* but (1) offer© a method for the removal of 
hydrogen atom© which i& at least comparable with hl*
3he bensyl ra ileal formed In thio reaction wo . Id not 
affect th© mechaniem* a© It would be absorbed la the 
equilibrium dlbsneyl <*-*> benayle (1) would be .tore 
probable than the radical reoombinction
(J) h.CB2. ♦ He —> heCH*
a© the concentrations of these ©re a»U« Ihere Is* 
owevor* no a ©rent res on for such a strong
preference for path -1) rather than (h)e
It is conceivable that the explanation for the
absence of hydrogen from the products could lie In a 
combination of two or more of thseo reaction© In such a 
way that the intern.diate aydrogen atom never h>d* at 
an* time* an iaderondeat existence* but vac transferred 
directly iurln ; a bimolocul r collision 'rocea©*
U) he h ♦ h.CH^.C !g.;h —> h.CrtwCtt.-h
♦ h<ar ♦ h.Ci• - >eO cal1 «-
<1) tie :n>Cii2# h * be H^e 'fc,e h —•> heC. aC».Pa
♦ tie ♦ P eCH^e £e -h?e2 XeCSl 
(a) he e -ige * h.Cr^eC^e b—» heCH-CH^
♦ heCH . ♦ he iUt *$e * tieCal 
Cf these* (&) vo U or nt th: formation of excess 
toluene withr t the IntmntiOs of hydrogen atoms* but 
wot Id not account for the loss of bonrane as determined
i
------------------------------------------------—------------------------------------------------------------------------
fron the etyrenc 3cai«nt. She ayateni (L)«(si) oravidao 
a mechanism for the form.-1 a on of ail the secondary pro­
ducts from the radical h«CfieC'b.. h and also given an 
extra quantity of tdeene, but* like (K) it does not 
explain the nnomalous benrene concentr ion# hene 
ou/\;:e.-niene have the a 'v^ntnge of permitting the formation 
of oceas toluene without the ne d for a postulate
involving the disruption of henyl r di cal « but they 
h vo everal dl$.< Ivaatages* Hot only are they unmtis- 
f etery for the rennons already &eotiac*edf but it io also 
dif leu It to ^ee any either (*) or (l)-(m) oho it be
ore ^ct. ve nt low pressures where the toluene concen-
tr t on aheva a oonoi ©r ble incre ^o. It io equally
difficult to visualise the com lx electronic transitions
wnich wottV; be necese ry for such © ey-tem. Vet the fact
that free hydrogen atoms are not involved could be held
to be in their favour.
either of the two values obtained for the overall
activation energy of toluene formation can yield any u »©- 
fui information* a each wan obtained tram experiments 
performed in the lew pressure region wh» re the ap roxima- 
tion to !• > or ©r behaviour is peer.
If, however* a series of ©xjverimento was run at a 
lencure ox dibenxyl irenter than f •> akt?«» the activation
energy determined in this range would have mere value*
lM».
Abwv < m/n»* the com lexitiea of the reaction are
greatly re ucei, and the principal tstepe can ;. e written
a©.*
h.CH-.CH,. h «—> X h.CH,.
2 ' fc 2
rfe.CH,,. ♦ Ph.CH.,.CH2.ih —> Ph.ca. ♦ Ph. JH.Cit... h
followed by deactivtiono of the radical Ph«dt*CtiL* h.«
Ihuc the rate of formation of toluene i« governed by the
relation
<VZ°.Xtt*.l?S,' o ka.(Ph.CH2.).(Ph.CH ,CH2.Ph) 
now* nine© the initial decon oaltion of dibennyl to
henry1 radicals io an equilibrium reaction*
Zx(ffceOka) a ir*(Ph.CH2»CH2»Pti)
\ hue
a
hi we con equate to the experimental relation 
^£1^ -
4i,°* \>be.° *•’*
Robo.° *a *
w. ere Fft 1c the motivation energy for the radical attach 
on the parent molecule* and Z\H io the equilibrium re* 
action hea for ihenry1 > benayl*
Hence, vitb satisfactory values for *aad AlU an 
activation energy con b calculated for the rUcal 
attach* alternatively* if F oould he determined indopend
entljr, it would o'-tve no a further check on ‘\H.
..xfcrlTMU
*’or thio etteapt to ive « nuccea^ful ©valuation of
Ft the activation ©cer y for rdicnl attack on a
dibeaa l,xt was aecee&ary that certain conditicne ba 
fulfilled.
(X) With the exception of the initiation et <;e
■ •CK^.cr* ,. n ***> 2 Ph»CH^«fthe reaction oeohaniea
e ould proceed parallel to th© nechaniMi of the
therraal rune*
(?) *Jh© presence of ultraviolet light should not affect 
the products appreciably*
It la obvious fron the results that one or both of 
thee© conditions did not obtain* *ihe percents e decora* 
portions were so onall (about C*1 >) that the quantities 
of reeuliants after runs of X minutes rere difficult to
measure* rhe r tio of stilbene to ilbenayl van such that
no accurate ectirantxon of th© concentral, on of the
former could b© achieved*
Beneene and toluene were present in measurable 
.-p anti tier, but the otyren© concentration was negligible* 
<his lack of styrene was not unexpected, as it io readily 
polyneriood under the Influence of ultraviolet light*
far as could toe detected,therefore,the products
Log (^ar>e of Foiraation of Toluene).
(Moles.1? Sec?)
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agreed qualitatively rith th<? thermal expert eats*
Hiantl tativeiy * lie ever, the correspondence failed* and 
relative concentrations o; the two directly <e terminable 
components* bonwone end toluene* exhibiting a marked 
irregularity in their relationship* an I havin a ratio 
toluene benzene varying from 2/1 to 1/5 approximately*
rihio irreproduoibilxty and marked excess of ben&eae 
make© the results extremely suspect* It io probable that 
the large proportion of benzene was caused by further re­
action of toluene under the influence oi ultraviolet 
light* but there is also the poosibil ty that the reaction 
mechanism followed a path unrelated to the thermal process* 
A thorough investigation of the reaction system would have 
been required tc elucidate thio* and unfortunately the 
time available nt that p riod would not permit extensive
wor : in this field*
© a result of the general uncertainty* it ie not 
pc sible to dr u any infinite conclusions rega lag the
activation energy of the ra iicaVaoleoule reaction* 
lot ever* n graph has been drawn (Figure 55) plotting the 
logarithm of the rate of formation of toluene against the 
reciprocal absolute temperature* ihe elope of thio line 
is herirontai or neatly so* indicating an apparent 
activation energy very close to aero* ' vea if there
were looses of toluene to bonrene caused by ultraviolet
V*7*
light* correction for thio would not alter the slope and 
consequently the activation energy* appreciably* as can 
be seen from the interrupted line in Figure 55 for wnlch 
the rate of foraation of toluene*benstene is plotted*
hec© results would seen to indicate on activation
energy of leea than 1 x* cal*/'mole. for the formation of 
toluene by the attack of henry1 radicals on di benzyl*
The reaction -h*CH?.* h.Ct^CH^Ph —> Fb.CfiL, ♦ rh*CH.GH2 
in* hovever* likely to be endothermic to the extent of 
7 k*cal*/mole* and so its activation energy must be at 
least equal to this value*
f* by further work* the true mechanism of this
reaction could be elucidated* then the method may offer
some possibilities for the determinate on of K * but the B
complications introduced by th© sensitivity of the pro­
ducts to ultraviolet light make this doubtful*
Suaaary
A* a. re-examinat. on has been made of the pyrolysis of 
dibenz/1 at low partial pressures of reactant and of 
carrier gas* '.he aim of the first stage was to confirm 
th© etoxc.ionetry previously postulated
5 h*CH2*CHa*Ph —> 2 Ph. 78- ♦ Fh*CH«C8.Ph ♦ h*H ♦ 
Ph*C »CH_
aid to cec^ the emetic express on
k eec*^) « XC’'e^exp* -M.C k*cal*)/Fi*
IMS.
ro .uce . in that *ork* .
B* Analytical techno uea fa ve been more ertensive than 
In the previous Investigation «ni have involved the use 
of oass-opedrome try an3 ultraviolet spectrophotometry•
C* ?he products observed previously* namely toluene* 
benzene* otyrene* and stilbene* have been eonfirmed a© 
tne sinlfleant resultants* 'Their ratios* boeever* were 
not confirmed and the stoichiometry of the e nation above 
was found to hold ever a limited ran^e only*
he variations In the pronortions of the products 
h;"vo been studied at 650° C over the range C*O 5»o* to
of di benzyl* and at C*>mm* over the teaperature 
ran,.,mi C to 716 0* and the results are Illustrated in
Figures 5 ^nd >2*
r. he previous war a. assumed that th* rat© of disscclat-on
of di benzyl , as rate deter.lining* and on thin assun tion 
first or iar rate Conotanta were calcul ted* In spite of 
the discrepancies; In the stoichiometry noted In u* the 
;esults of thia work shew that the pyrolytic d^ta are more 
aatiof. ctorily fitted by the equation
da
dt » k, , (a»rx*
his ’.lea thAt the rate detormina ng step io the 
rate of ntteck on the mrent hydrocarbon by benzyl radicals*
and not the rate of formation Of the latter*
The prediction (fro" the 1* order noted n • ) that
W).
aa eaullitrium
h*CH?eCHZs.Ph «—> 2 h.CH^*
Is set up rapidly has been examined In two ways*
(a) Fluorene has been shown to be an effective trap
for benzyl radicals and in its presence the product­
ion of toluene from di benzyl was Increased several
fold*
(b) The rate of randomisation in a mixture of dibenzyl 
and deuternted dibenzyl has been shown to be very 
much more rapid than the rate of formation of toluene* 
and to tafte place ar recxably at temperatures at
which toluene formation could not be detected*
r* The general temperature dependence of the production 
of toluene noted in the previous worn was confirmed*
In view of the stoichiometric variations noted in C*
and the closer correspondence with order 1*5> noted in B** 
deductions of significance from energies of activation
are difficult* Ivon if the stoichiometric difficulties
cculd be solved* the values of available at the
various temperatures could only lea4 to
h.5- -^H/2 ♦ Ea’
where
/\K a the bond dissociation energy of di benzyl to 
two benzyl radicals*
E a the energy of activation for the secondary re­
action of a ben&yl radical with the psrent
l>0
molecule to form toluene* -
1* Oats are given on some photochemical experiments 
designed to estimate a* experimental difficulties 
(detailed In the text) prevented an assessment of thia 
quantity*
H* a discussion of the results is given, and from the 
work with dibensyl and deutoro-dibonryl it is concluded 
that of the con flic tin literature values A5 k*er>l*/aele9 
and 69 k*cal*'sole for the strength of the central C*C 
bond in dibenoyl, the former lu to be preferred*
I* Jn order to obtain a numerical value for thin bond
energy from the pyrolysis of dibenayl aad the production 
of toluene, the folio*in oonditxono would be necessary 
and nre not satisfied in any of the work to date*
(a The etc!chioa@try would have to be constant over all
ran ;es of temperature and concentration*
(b) To obtain first order kinetics, an effective radical 
trap would have to be employed*
(c) If procedure (b) ma not use i then a reaction of 
order 1*5 would result and requires for inter rotation
that »; be established in soa« fashion*
J* The aethod of follow: ; the rate of equill brntxer in 
ct<
mixtures of di bonny1 and deut ro«benayl developed in thio 
vork can be extended quantitatively to give the denized 
result* his is now being developed in t* mdrews by
1$X.
!.'%?• Davidson*
O; motion a for *urther fork
X* he u.;e cf equl docular propertiona of dibeaty1 ^nd
deutero li benzyl offers a remising lina ;or following 
the rate of deeeapetition to honey1 ra ilcala* provided a 
maos opcctrcaotor of oufficiont accuracy la available* 
Coin# an Instrument with a resolution of X la 2CCt very 
email percentage docompoaitlonc could bo detected 
accuratelyt <*nd tbuo It shemli be x>i?a.blet u ing a flois 
technique, and lot temporetureo, to k?t >r ine the 
tenperrturo dependence of the de cons petition and hence the 
activation energy for the reaction
Ph. * CRa • h 2 Ffc . CR ;*
2* A otetic oy«te?i could aloe he used to folio* the
decompf oition over a considerable period of time* ty 
comtructin a reaction vessel having at Ita centra a 
rust opeotrecw ter •leak*, the rate of growth of the 183* 
peak ecu Id be follcted readily*
t would he worthwhile to repeat oor:^ of th® kinetic
work to determine the temperature dependence of toluene
formation at higher partial prearureo of "lbenzyl no that
a mere satisfactory value cf F could he obtained* one*
- rom thia a value for coul then be calculated* *•
*• ' «»• yrelyais ef * compound of the typo h.H ,.»>•.Ph.
152.
(where X. Is Br.t Z.t or some other group for which the 
OX bond stzength is lass than 48 k.cal./mole.) would lead 
to a more detailed study of the reactions of the 
Ph*CR-.CH«Ph radical* and would throw some light on the 
secondary prccea&es in the decomposition of dibensyl.
 .... -
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Orahaa* ichol* & Ubbelhode* (62), working on the 
Kinetics of Crignaid reactions* have obtained a value for 
the substitution energy H • I in toluene*
D( h*CH2~H) - D(Ph. :r?-I) » 3^.3 ♦ 1*3 k.eal*/mole* 
f Sawarc’u value la accepted for the bond disocolation
energy In toluene* DCriuCK^-I) la found to be ♦ 1*8
k*oal*/nole* which agrees with the value of *»3*7 k.cal*/ 
mole* obtained by Butler and clanyl (63)* If* however* 
the van Artsd&len value of 89*9 k*cal*/aole* is wubotitut- 
ed In the above expression* the value for P< h*Ch^»I) 
beoomeo k*cal*/acle* Thia is therefore further
evidence In favour of faware*o value of D(h*Cd^»h) •
77*i? k*oal*/£30le* and thus of B . BUe&Le h) » 45 k*cal,
ole*
la the discussion of the fluorene experiments* It was
state that the results could bo interpreted either by
postulating a sjisII but constant equilibrium concentration
of benny1 radicals formed by the reaction
h*Ch- • vH• h > <2 • h*C'i•d. d g
©i by resuming t.iat decom o: .tion to eneyl radicals «as 
complete or nearly complete at the temperature of the
reaction vessel and tnat recombination and further re-
15^.
action occurred in the cooler outlet sone* he 1 tier
on was ,iaG rded on the grounds th t the pre ence 
of cm equinolecular proportion of an effective radical 
acceptor such no fluorene would* under these conditions* 
result in n greater increase in tcluen* formation than
r.nn observed.
or si ng, ng^d, ft icnderscn* (**l)t in experiment© 
to determine the Iona nation potent .aX of the beany 1 
radical, pyrol nod benny1 iodide in a ©mall retractable 
furnace in the head of a man© spectrometer. .he observe « 
pre veto cf thi. reaction were bene;. 1 radio la with nmall 
quantities of dibensyl an, toluene. tn rac^in the 
furnace away from the inlet to the icalsatioa chamber, it 
mt found that the coocentrs!tion of dlbensyl aau benryl 
in the analyser tube increased, but that of toluene remain* 
ed content* his la ample evidence that toluene was 
formed in the heated sone of the furnace, and did not occur 
by reaction outside the furnace in cooled portions of the 
flov' 3te&. ence the reject cn of the theory of com*
flate iaaccintjon is further Justified*
he absence of hydrogen f’roa the reaction ucucto of 
dibensyl has presented some difficulty in po tula tin ; a 
mechanism for th reaction. Tt should be noted* however, 
that lexander* in seme work as yet unpublished on the re* 
action between dibensyl and iodine in the vapour phase* has
found that although hydrogen iodide was formed In consider­
able quantity, no trace of hydrogen could be found*
APPENDIX 3
f. hermoche;ilcal Calcula t) one
She energy changes ass elated with chemical reactions
c»a bo calculated if the heata of formation of the re*
i ctanto and resultants in the gas phase are known* Shun,
for the reactjon 
.©
^h.CH?.CH?.Ph <2 • h • •
AHjOh.CH2CH,. h)(g)O 2.^C’h.ca<i.)(e)-
D( fc.CH-.CB~. •*)
?n thin way the re ction energies quoted in the Piaoussion
ecticn have been derived*
11)0 ho at a of formation necessary for these calculation 
can be divided into t*o groupat* molecular and radical* 
Molecular valuer can be determined directly from their 
heats of combustion, together with latent heat data* Ihe
boat of formation of a radical cannot be derived in this
way, but requires knowledge cf the dissociation energies 
of a com ound of th*? type E*X where the heat of formation
of 7 io known*
*be heats of formation of the following specie© are
derived below*
' ’olecular F a di cal
156.
Molecular
'h.cn,
Radical
. 1:. he
h*CHa.CHae^»cn«CH>;h
nun
fe,0K»au
In the calculations the toIlonin heats of
h ve been u ed (6c>8*
Cs ♦ 02 —> CO^Cg) * 9M9 k.cal.
♦ !40g —-> H?O(1> ♦ 68.52 tc.oal.
Hjbenayl 7 he heat © cosbuot^oa in the solid eta to hao
been determined (6?) a© 13O5»7 *0.3 k.oal./mole.
he heat of fusion 1j quoted ao k« cal./mole (?’)
•3 he vapour nreseure over the liqui! io quoted by 
Pel • -tull (6 ) a©
rw li® 1 5 10 20 <C 60 ICO
o,
200
'C 86.8 ±l>.t 156 1> ■.'/ 175.7 lit- 202.6 22,.
A plot of log p against 4oX gives the latent heat of 
evaporation of 1>.5 k.cal./mole.
’ oin,r theae data we obtain
UCS ♦ 7Ha—» C4»X4(g) “ 29.70 k.oal.
i.o. /^(tta.CHg. 31,.-to) a 29.7 Jc.col./acle.
oluene Data fron American ietrolewa Institute roject
?«©•*<► (?C).
Heat of combustion of 1.quid toluene » 956.H k.cal. 
Heat of vaporisation » 9.0$ k.cals.
_____________ ____________ ________________
-----------—
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Z.?cB ♦ -> c?a8(g) - u.95
• 11.95 k.oal./acl*.
tllbcoe Heat of oomlustlon of solid « 1758. k.eals.(?l)
Feet of fusion « 7.X3 k. cal./mole.(72,
rh© vapour pressure over liquid stilbene (trane)
1© given (69) as:*
no Kg 1 5 IT 20 <*C 60 ICO 2CC
o . ~ —
115.2 V+5.8 161. 179.8 199 211.5 227.*- 251.7
A plot log? r against K give© the heat of
ova oration ae 14.95 k.©al./nole.
therefore 14C* ♦ 6ft, —> <^8^ . - 54.51
1«®‘A5ir(rh»~f,’,cn*rh) • k.oal./ael..•I ,
ensone Tata from American etroleun Institute :jro^ect 
*4 C70).
Heat of conbuat: on of 1 piid » ?8O.9$ k.cal./mole.
Heat of valorisation » %09 k.cal./mole.
Therefore 6C ♦ 5H. ~> C. ft - 19.82 G e O (C)
/->$£' h.H) o 19.82 k.cal./mole. 
tyrene Tata froe merican *©t role urn Institute Troject
If* (70).
Heat of ccnbu t*on of liquid « 954.50 k.oal./mole.
• ’ ■ ' v ftffgg *. OM « k . cal..'mole.
therefore 8 7 ♦ 4ff —•> C H , < * 3 .11• 2
i.e. -AH^.ph > HtoCft,) » 3 .11 “.cal./aole. 
/lical Heats of om>t<on
it erWUW ____________ ____ _________________ J ,
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1. 5ho Benayl Radical
*lhe methods applied above for aolocular bento of 
fcrsmVon cannot be used to determine the z values for 
radicals since radical heats of combustion cannot be 
obtained directly. It Is therefere necessary to 
utilise the measured heat of dissociation of a molecule 
of the type *X ithere Z\K^(X ) known.
finoe there are two conflicting values for 
Kfb*' -’(see page 38 ) two values of Z\h^( h* > ^») 
are possible•
nh. ^b.CR ♦ R. - "(Ph.CM -H)Jr «» <£
(H.) - D(Ph.Che- i>
now > 2R. «• V'h k.cnl. nolu.
A zfH♦ ) » $<’.k.Onlr, 'mole.
•*• Anf( •h.CHi.) • 11.55 - 5-2 ♦ )(
K the Hswarc value of 77*5 k«oal* mcle. io a®ouaed for
^h°<u. :?r) « ^n®( u. * ^»®
M h.CIL-F!)
/V?°i U.rik.) . 57.45 k.oal./nole.
If her ever 89»2 k»onle'aele* i. used
/^®(r%.CB2.) . 49.45 k, cal. me Is.
2. n.CH. , : .•’h
—> **CflaCB.Fb ♦ H - D( fc»CH?>Cl<-a*Ph) 
She dissociation energy of the C-H bond in dibasyl
hnn not Won determined, eo for these calculations a 
r<ugh e/t.'-nte io *ade. lace this io a secondary bond,
______________________
139.
it would be expected to tv ve a value a for h.cain. leoo
than for the C-H bon 1 In the aide chain 01 toluene*
Ince the 4fTerence between primary end sect ndory C*M 
oondr ie roughly 7 R.cal. mole.. an a xoximte value of 
7C.2 h.cal. nolo. ho been nseumed for furth?«r calculationa
^K®( h.CH .CR ."h) • £jH®<Ph.CH .CH. h) ♦ Zyi®(H.) -
T>( h.CH,.CK-H. h)<
.'.Ah°( h.CH . ;h. h) a 29.7 - 52.0 ♦ 70.5x <£
.» 46.2 k.cal. mole.
3. ’h.Ci^.CH^.
Thia value also cannot be determined directly an 
conoundo of the type h. Jfu.ClLj.X give an decomposition
nr©ducta the ra11 ca1® f b•CM ..2 and not
Ph*QI2. ;H2. and X.
However if it is asaun^ that n< b.CM^.CM^-H) is oimil&r 
to T'CCH., .CR^-H) o value for the heat of formation of the 
radical can be obtained*
h(CM,. - . 96 k.cal./mole.(73)^r^ . *2>Cfi2e~H)
rh.cr?.ci^—-> rh.ci?.cn2* h
^pj(n»..a3a.;«,) . 2SpJ<’Jh.CH2.cis2.) ♦ -
I>( ~h.CH-.CH_-il)2 2
/^(rn. ;»2.-:ii ) a 7.12 k.ool.aolc. (70)
• ’ ■'Hg.'JH ) » 51 k.cal. mole, (a • roxxra toly)
*>• „ ,j>.
Calevlnt . one for the value of ^ii°(Pb.) Iron the data
16C
avail bio in the liter ture vary widely depending on th© 
sources uaed* or ex *plet -oean (55) studied th© thermal 
decomposition of phenyl iodide and obtained P< fc*X) a 
60*7 k*cal. mole* ilfa thi^s and the heat of oombuetie© 
of heoyl iodide claimed by eriholofc '?M he calculated
( h*) » 78*2 k«cal*Aaole* Ift however* Szea.refe 
valuer of ’ ( h*3r) a 71 k*cal* raole (75) i need in con*
unction with Ai^ jj( h<lr) • 8* » k*c«l. '©ole end a heat 
of evapor tien of 9*1 &♦©*!• acle (78) a v?luc of 6,:*2 te* 
cal* dele* can b>- calculated for th* heat of for© tion
of the phenyl radical*
klaner et nl. (77) haverevioved the available data 
and haw doaclsled that ^*) a 6 *4 2t*cal* ©ole*
diphenyl neH)iJ>C
le in supported by work on the pyrolyaio of fIwoieat
<5' ) then the initial reactions proved to be
h.CH2* h Fh.CB* h ♦ H. 1.
and there ran no evidence of the reaction
h.rr^*'h<~> m*cn^* ♦ Ph* a*
The dissociation energy of pioceoo 1* ran fount to be 
75 k*c&l* ©ole* and a© if we annum© ai©ll r teopereture 
independent factors for 1* and *, the dissociation enery 
of the Litter nu.t be greater then 75 k*cal'mole*
Tfcuo for reaction s*
®( ti.cn . h) > ZjK°( h.Ch2.> ♦ ■ h. ) -
P( h - CM ,. h)<5
—--------
161.
3S*2 (7^) . 37. - * - > 73
l.o. Z^f(Ph*J > 6< •
An oil accurate v >lue i© act eeaeatlal for the
b, ) » 69 R.cal./mole. ha© been d
ith th«»e value© the energy- changes in th© prcpooed 
reactions can be determined.
?m saimi,. zsss&i ■ ...
■li.GH-.CS^.rh.—> 2-Ph.CH . - DCFb.CH •Cll_.:fe)« <• d £ 2
2^Rj(Ph.CHa. a2.Ph) a 2^I!®(?h.CM2.) - r>< '!5.C«a-G,!2. h) 
For /j?2<Rk.GH O 37.45 k.eal. mole.
t> nh.GR -CB ,. h) « 2 x 37.‘5 - 29.7 
» .2 k.caX. mole.
for ^5®(t>h.CH?.) - 49.45 M.oal.'aole.
rtf’h.nn -(:a,."h) • 6).? k.««i. «oio.
Ihec© are taken in the order in ehieh they appear in 
the loeuaeion (pee© 132 to} and h ve the ~an© 
lettering. Ao the evidence ut forward in thiv th©<io 
io in favour of a value of 5 h.oal. mole, for 
r-CT'h. ;«2-GH2.Ph) je£®<n».CB2.) - 37.45 fc.cal./aelc. baa
boon used la all aubse^uent calculations.
(a) ih.CH?. ♦ Ph.cn2. ai2. h—> rti.Oi ♦ pfa.CH?.CU. b 
re ction ■ 11.95 ♦ 48.2 - 37.45 - 29.7
• h.cal.Zaole.
______________ ________________________________ __________________
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(b) Ph.CH.CWg. hr—> 'to. ?K » Cl. (to ♦ H. 
AHe reaction • 51. 1 * 52 - 48.2
a : 6.11 lc.cal./mole.
Cc) 3. ♦
/^H®
Tfc.CI^.Hlg.Ph —-> Pto.lJ ♦ Pb.CB^.CH,.
reaction a 10.81 ♦ 51. - 52, - 2>.7O
a -1C.89 to.eal./nole.
(<J) .'h. Ci-a.—> to. H-CH? ♦ II.
/\HC roaotioo • 35.11 *52-51
a 36.11 k.cal./raolo.
(e t b.CH.CH^. to —• b.C" ♦ b.
/^K° reaction • 35.11 ♦ 69 - 37.1
» 6»«.66 k.cal./mole.
(f) h.CH?.GP?. h ♦ Ph* -**> Ph.H ♦ Fh.CH.CH,. h 
Ah° reaction « 19.31 » 46.2 - 29.? • 69
» •90.69 M.oal./aele.
Cg) 2vh.7i!.GH^. fc —*» P!l.Ct«CR.Hh ♦ Ph. >
2 2
Aj?° reaction » 5^*51 ♦ 29.?C - *56.4 
o •12.39 k.cal. sole.
(h) H ♦ Ph. :JiU.Ptl —*> h. H.CO^. h ♦ ft.2 2 2 2 o
Z u reaction » 43.2 • $2 - 29.7
• k.cal./mele.
(1) H ♦ Ph.CK,.CO • h —> h. ; \ ♦ h.CH .
reaction • 11.95 ♦ 5?.*5 - 52 - 29.7
» • 52.5* ;• cal./nol*? •
U __ ... - -__a., .w. - U
<k) h* ’i *• -'i ♦ {»* -*»C .-• ii * PheGH*CH.Ph ♦ PtuGi:
«
&:0 reaction • y t>2........... . /. - c ,
a 2 «3l &» cal* Mie •
2 2
"iss»i ■■«. -
*•*’ * 29>?
Cl'
(□>
Ph.CH.CH^Ph » • . ,. ----> l« UFb ♦ W«1
♦ ’
Pto.Ch^.Utg.
._ ° MHttM a , . i - !?• I - . 1 • - .
=-- ‘♦7.22 k.oal./wBl®.
h.ca_. 3« . 4 h.,'i; . :i,. h—> 4- ii.CH, ♦
<Z d c d d
Ph.CHa.
reaction « J5.ll ♦ 11.95 ♦ 37.'t5 - 51 - 29.7 
s 5.Si k.oal./iaolc.
—164.
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Tabic 10
"ibenzyl alone. Effect of partial pressure yariationsa injection system
No.
g r . Contact 
Tine(sec)
p.p.(m.m.)
Dibenzyl
p.p. (q.oj.^ 
Nitrogen
Concnetration (cooles/l.x 10°)
*1.5Bibenzyl Styrene Toluene Benzene Stilbene
146 906 0.265 0.269 4.15 482 2.21 4.51 1.60 1.30 26.0
147 905 0.251 0.336 3.98 597 2.67 4.87 1.31 1.95 20.8
148 904 0.250 0.335 4.01 587 2.32 4.16 1.08 1.73 18.9
149 906 0.252 0.298 4.06 519 2.05 4.17 0.99 1.83 22.5
150 904 0.269 0.142 4.08 257 0.63 1.59 0.32 0.70 22.9
151 904 0.267 0.130 4.09 238 0.67 1.50 0.31 0.70 22.7
152 904 0.268 0.141 4.O8 247 0.68 1.54 0.30 0.69 24.6
153 904 0.274 0.087 4.23 153 0.31 0.75 0.19 0.42 25.1
154 904 0.277 O.O85 420 150 0.30 0.75 0.18 0.43 24.6
155 904 0.275 O.O85 4.21 150 0.26 0.80 0.16 0.43 24.8
157 904 0.225 0.790 3.47 1400 10.0 15.2 7.57 7.08 21.7
158 904 0.223 0.816 3.45 1440 10.8 16.1 8.30 7.98 20.6
159 904 0.221 0.850 3.49 1510 11.0 16.7 8.87 8.01 19.3
189 904 0.256 0.497 3.87 882 5.30 8.80 3.92 3.19 21.0
190 904 0.255 0.503 3.88 894 4.99 8.62 3.67 3.25 20.1
191 904 0.252 0.500 3.90 888 4.98 9.37 3.68 3.26 22.4
192 904 0.221 0.913 3.50 1620 11.4 18.1 7.85 7.50 20.2
170.
Table 10 (continued)
No.
Tgmp. Contact
Tine(aee)
p.p. (a.n.) 
Dibenzyl
p.p. (m.m.) 
Nitrogen
Concentration (aoles/l.x 10^)
*1.5Dibenzyl Styrene Toluene Benzene Stilbene
193 904 0.227 0.825 3.61 1460 10.6 16.2 7.14 6.78 20.0
194 904 0.230 0.775 3.70 1370 8.74 14.5 6.30 6.33 19.0
198 904 0.219 1.054 3.35 1870 15.7 20.0 12.4 10.2 17.7
199 904 0.223 0.977 3.47 1730 13.8 18.1 11.4 10.6 18.2
200 904 0.216 1.008 3.46 1790 11.9 15.8 10.4 10.2 15.6
201 904 0.229 0.941 3.49 1670 11.7 15.5 9.38 7.48 16.4
202 904 0.229 0.909 3.59 1640 12.0 15.8 9.52 8.09 16.6
203 904 0.224 0.934 3.63 1660 11.9 15.6 9.39 8.10 16.7
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